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DEMOCRATIC SPEAKING DATES

KIWANIS CLUB

Democratic speakers will discuss
the constitutional amendments and
issues of the campaign as follows
for the remainder of the week :
Friday Night, September 16th.
Bellvlew S. A. Jones, C. A. Hatch.
Ranchvale Fred Dennis, Harry L.
I'attoii, Prof. Jackson, Mm. Harry L.
Palton, Mrs. Geo. F. Cornell.
Claud J. M. Dickley, J. B.
Prof. A. E. Rose.
Hollenc Prof. J. A. Conway, J.
Daniel
A. Hall, Mrs. J. A. Hall,

Jones spoke in favor of the
Road Amendment at the
Kiwanis
Club Wednesday. The Kiwanis Club
recently endorsed this amendment as
did also the Clovis Chamber of ComMr. Jones told of the benemerce.
fits to be derived from this amendment's passage at this tinv.
Congressman Marvin Jones of
Aniarillo was also one of the speakers
at the meeting. Congressman Jones
spoke favorahly of the conditions
here on the plains us compared to
other sections anil made a talk that
was highly appreciated.
The club bad as guests a number
of citizens of Las Vegas who slopped off here enroot..- - to the F. F. F.
Highway meeting nt I.iib Vegas.

VISITS CLOVIS
Senior Senator From New Mexico
Speech at
Make SUtetman-lik- e
High School Tumday Niht.

D. W.
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v
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HANNA DAY
IS OBSERVED
Congreitinan Marvin Jonet of Ama
rillo Makes Great Democratic
Speech to Large Audience.

Hanna Day was appropriately obUnited States Sciiutor A. A. June
"v..
,
served in Clovis Wednesday night by
addressed the voters of Clovis at the
v"
hi(?h school auditorium Tuesduy night.
meeting nt the band park
an open-ui- r
oppesiU' the Lone Star Lumber Co.
The auditorium was filled with InterSeveral hundred citizens were, presested listeners who heurd un eloquent
ent and were full of enthusiasm for
address and a drastic indictment of Boone,
e
t
Judge Hanna's candidacy which is
the Republican party fur its failure in
Havener W. W. Mayes, Mrs. W '
growing, in favor daily.
accomplishment during the several W. Mayes, John Fleming, Judge J.
Hon. Marvin Jones, the brilliant
months President Harding has been in Simpson Morgan.
young congressman from Amurillo,
office. Mr. Jones is a real slut snian
Saturday Night, September 17th.
was the speaker of the ocension. Mr.
and many who have heard a number
Blacktower Harry L. Patton and
Jones' address was confined to the naof his speeches say this was the most ('has. E. DenniB.
ATTENDING OZARK
tional ir.sues and he pointed out pur.
eloquent speech they have ever heard
Pleasant Hill Judge Sam (!. Brat-toTRAILS CONVENTION ticularly the failure of the Republihim deliver. In unswer to the charge
J. M. Bickley.
can administrations in times gone by
that New Mexico would get the cold
Daniel
Fred E. Dennis,
Boney
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Curless left to pass legislation
of benefit to this
shoulder from a Republican Congress
Boone.
this week fi r Shawnee, Oklahoma, to farmer und cited some of the conif the voters failed to return Mr.
attend the Ozark Trails Convention. structive measures passed by the
Bursum Mr. Jones said in part:
s
.
Mr. Curlews goes as u delegate from Democrats during the
time they were
"They don't do things like that
the Clovis Chamber of Commerce.
in charge of the governmental afsenator
when
one
t
hack there. True,
111
fairs. He laid particular stress on
has been there some time and shown
the fac'. that the Republicans have
his grawp of public affairs he is given
had a working majority in Confess
more than customary consideration
C. W. Harrison, president of the
for about two and
f
years and
when he rises and speaks, but no one
First National Bank at this place, was
have pussod little remedial legislation.
atk any legislation to be put through
last week elected president of the
Mr. Jones' talk was heartily applaudas a special favor to any individual.
The people of Clevis are apparent-behinNew Mexico Bankers' Association at
ed by the audience, and although the
legislation
If anyone wants to get any
the road bond amendment speaking was in open
its annual meeting at Santa Fe. Mr. RICHARD H. HANNA, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR SENATOR
air, the crowd
through he first makes out a case
of the
which will be voted on next Tuesday. gave close
Harrison was
attention.
shows that it is needed, ought to be
The referendum vote recently cast
association last year.
Judge Sam Bratton and A. W.
done.
by the Chamber of Commerce showed
In addition to holding the position
Hockcnhull also made short addresses
"I might say in the old territorial named aboye, Mr. Harrison is also
71 votes in favor of the amendment
at the meeting.
duys when wo had only one delegate vice president of the Panhandle
and one against. The passage of the
in congress, and no vote, we were
Bankers Association. These are two
amendment will make possible a hard MRS. R. B.
CRAWFORD
then in the position of a suppliant, or of the important bankers' organizasurfaced road north from Clovis and
M
14. Judge R.ftcr failure to kep the
Sept.
N.
Ruton,
promises
PASSED AWAY SATURDAY
become
beggar, but now that we have
Mr.
country
Harri
and
tions of the
II. Hanna, democratic candidate for nir.de to the voters less than a year will mean more to the interests of the
a state we have a full voice. We've son is to be congratulated for the
Mrs. R. B, Crawford died at the
United States Senator, opened his ago. He particularly demanded that farmers of the county than can be
got the right to demand now Instead honors
that have been bestowed upon campaign here last night at the Sehu-lo- r the Republicans explain their failure estimated at this time. The News Baptist hospital Saturday afternoon,
of begging and to put us in the atti him in heading one of the organize- auditorium and wak creeled by an to pass a direct primary law, the niin- - believes Curry County should roll up September 10th, and was buried Montude of asking special favors is to tiona and holding the second highest
big majority for the road amend- day afternoon,
,,( more than BOO people, imum Salary law for
aU(icnct,
the funeral service
teachers iu a
relegate us back to the old territorial position in the other, both at the same
It will be the cheapest meth- being conducted at the Methodist
nt, tnkl.d promised and to unswer the criticism ment.
Kol, more ,)mn a
, status when wc had to depend on that tmiO.
C,,.il,l, itlnlnlv noil parnestlv.
of former governor Hagcrman of the od to secure good roads in the state. church of which she wus a member,
sort of thing.
by the pastor, Rev. R. B. Freeman.
On his arrival in Raton Judg Han- - mine ti:x law as passed and why it
TACADER-PERKIN"I can assure yuu legislation is not
The love and esteem in which the dewas met at the station by a'nuin-be- r differs so radically from the prom FATTY GETS OFF ON
na
Enacted through favoritism toward
MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE ceased was held
to
local
a
and
taken
as testified to by
ised
democrats
of
law.
Mr,
E.
Miss Julia Perkins and
It's paused on its
one individual.
the many beautiful floral offerings.
In connection with the boasting of
where he was kept busy until
hotel,
Can
Tag.ider
married
wvro
E.
at
merits and has got to hold water."
Sun Francisco, Sept. 14. Roscoe Mrs.
meeting th.' accomplishments of congress.
was a daughter
of
yon, Texas, Saturday afternoon, Sep the hour fcr the speaking in
Mr. Jones made an excellent imthe many people wno caueu upon nun. judge unnnr. r.sked any stockman Arbuckle was indicted by the San Mr. mid Mrs. B. F. Smith and had
Rev.
home
of
the
10th,
at
tember
pression on the audience and his reFrancisco grand jury early toduy on been married only about eighteen
Fannbarger, pastor of the
First From the hotel to the auditorium who has yet been benefitted by the
assuring .speech will cause the Democom- act claimed to be for the benefit a charge of manslaughter.
months. She leaves a husband, moth-e- r,
by
a
escorted
Judge
Hannii;was
Baptist church, Canyon. The couple
crat to flock to the polls next TuesArbuckle is accused of cuusing the
father two sisters and a brother.
on the plat- of that industry to rise.
and
of
No
democrats
one
mittee
accompanied
by
the
briKairier.
day and help elect Hanna.
Virginia
Ruppe,
death
seated,
of
pic
motion
were
He
rose.
auditorium
the
is
the
not
said
law
form
workable
at
Miss Lorena Perkins and Mr. Hohart
Mr. Jones, who was accompanied
Miller motored to Canvon. and after when the meeting opened, many and that the bankers arc1 claiming ture actress whom he is ulleged to
mornparty.
by Mrs. Jones, left Wednesday
their lack of qualification to make have assaulted during a "booze pur-ty- "
the ceremonv, the partv went to prominent members of his
in his suite at the fashionable
ing for points in the valley and will
Miss Edna Keys and Mr. G. E.
Jul Hanna's address was cban-Mr- the law locally beneficial.
from which place Mr. and
Aniarillo.
hotel St. Francis on Lubor Day.
)
with
return t';c latter part of the week
part
Ford-nedealt
Judge
Jones
large
Hanna
in
a
were united in marriuge nt
discussed
the
Tagader left for points in Kan.
Under the murder complaint Ar seven o'clock Wednesduy morn in.
and go from here to Tucumcari for a sas. The hride is the daughter of .legislation of the last congress. He
tariff bill and in this discussion
buckle was accused of killing Miss September 14th at the home of the
speech avd from there to his home at
Mr. and Mis. W. H. Perkins, is a had little to say of Holm 0. Bursum said little more than to read the bitter
of denunciation of the act by republican Rappe "with malice and forethought." bride nt 20G North Renchcr Street,
I.ns VegJ.
boasting
the
out
that
pointed
but
high school class
graduate of 1919-2The manslaughter indictment ab Rev. W. M. Elliott, of the Presby
nt Mr.
senators from the western states
and one of Clovis' most popular and the Republicans as to
DINNER IN HONOR
but terian church performing the cereof premeditation
d while in the wherein it is declared that the live. solves him
accomplish!
hns
beautiful young ladies. The groom
OF SENATOR BURSUM is City Clerk and an efficient busi- Senate is in large part without foun- stock industry must perish becnuse of charges him with "committing a fel mony. The bride is the daughter of
made the injustice in tin. treatment i:iven ony,
manslaughter."
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Keys and is a
ness man. Mr. and Mrs. Tagader will dation and that the promises
"The said Arbuckle did willfully, well known and popular young lady.
by his supporters are it.
A duv.er in honor of Senator Bur-suhe nt home in Clovis after September for Mr. Bursum
The Judge's addriss was a clear, unlawfully, feloniously and with mill The groom vas until recently manlargely fcr the purptse of vote getwhs served at the Gran Quivira 24 th.
logical dercription of public interest ice aforethought, kill one Virginia ager of the Nunn Electric Co. of
Monday evening and was attended by
ting.
this
He said that befcro the Republi- and r.n appeal, without bitterness or Rappe, a human being" the indict place,
Mr. and Mrs. Jones will visit
about ftr'.y Republican men and wo PICTURE SHOW FOLKS
The Senator and
men of Clovis.
START IN TO CLEAN UP cans of New Mexico go further in criticism, for suppjrt of his party ment says. The grand jury hy i for a short while in Lus Vegas and
party reached here late so there wus
th; making of promises they should and principles rather than the support vote of 12 to 2 voted the manslaugh Clovis. After October t they will
ter indictment at the second session make their home in Wicuita Falls,
was
not time for a program at the dinner
first undertake to explain their ut - of himself as an individual.
13.
Sept.
Angeles,
War
Los
Senator
accompanied
who
numb-'of the Arbuckle case.
A
Texas, where Mr. Jones will huve
declared today on "a small but noisy
At its first session it had refused charge of the Nunn Electric Company
Bursuni from Fort Sumner were also minority" of the motion picture colto act until disputed points in the evi store at that place.
guests "id there were ulso guests ony which "drives high speed motor
dence were cleared up.
here froi'.i Portales.
cars to high speed drinkinir places."
The coroner's inquest
into the
and "suppl'vs material for gossip and
death of Miss Ruppe was to be conscandal reflecting on the great army
The political prophets are nowj
Re. I!. B, Freenum, who has been tinued today.
of well behaved, honest, sincere, genspeculating on what percentage of; pastor of the Methodist
The indictment will he formally reerous, kindly people."
church here
Tiles- Ben B. Hampton, former maga iVwi t'litrt will rrrt in tlu. nulls next
turned in the court of Judge Short
engage in
""
Senator II. (). liursiini spoke to in
all, presiding over the grand jury, at
zine publisher, now producing motion1 dnv. The total vote in the state last
linn Arthur Seligman, Chairmun picture plays, was the spokesman for Nnvember bv nil parties was 100,800 .evangelistic work after the annual 11 a. ni. Thursday. He will assign it the neighborhood of two bundl ed peoMr. to one of the Superior Courts.
of the ?';ite Democratic Organization, the reform element in the movie in- but it is not expected to run anything conference meets in October.
ple ut the High School Auditorium
like this amount at the special elec Freeman found it necessary to move
was in Clovis Monday night and a dustry.
Arbuckle will appear in court for Monday night. He was introduced
portion of Tuesday. Mr. Seligman
Hampton, confined to his bed, pen tion Tuesday. Many voters go to the ui a lower altitude- on account of arraignment on the manslaughter by Judge W. A. Havener, Republican
hml a meeting with the local Demo ned a statement on the Arhuckle case. polls only when there nre local con- Mrs. Freeman's health and will make charge Friday afternoon or Satur County
Chairmun. Mr. Hursum'a
it is headquarters
at Abilene, Texas, day morning. He is already sched- talk was a defense of the work of the
crats at headquarters Monday night
"It is Inevitable that the picture tests to create interest, and
per where his family will reside while he uled to appear in police Judge O'- Republican Congress
and reported voters in all parts of the profession und Industry should suffer not likely that over seventy-fiv- e
and the part
stale taking an Increased interest in temporarily from indiscriminate crit cent of the full vole will be polled at is engaged in the work above men- Brien's court Friday morning for he has taken in public affairs during
tioned. Rev. Freeman will continue as preliminary hearing on the murder his five months' service as United
If
the ele:tion with fine prospects of a icism aroused by this horrible affair, the coming contest.
victory fov Hanna at the polls next Hampton declared.
interest counts for anything Cuny pastor of the Methodist church in charge. At that time his lawyers will Slates Senator.
Xiicsday.
Mr. Bursum made no reference
"Many people in their hot resent- County will poll a good percentage of Clovis until conference appoints n ask the Judge to dismiss the murder
man to fill the position at its meet- charge altogether.
Mr. Seligman left Tuesday after- ment of conditions that made tragedy the regular vote.
to Mr. Hanna at any time during his
ing in October.
noon for Tucumcari.
District Attorney Brady said to- speech and, while he was listened to
possibly may be prone to carelessly
D. W. JONES ATTENDING
day he hud not yet decided whether attentively, his remarks were greetcriticise the entire industry.
4
F. F. F. HIGHWAY MEETING MRS. EARL CHANDLER
to prosecute Arbuckle on the man- ed by applause only twice.
"Such an attitude would be unfair
WINS $25.00 PRIZE slaughter indictment or on the murFavon Road BoncU
and unjust to the extreme.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Jones are in;
CURRY SHOULD POLL
der charge.
The speaker only discussed one T
The Los Angeles motion picture
the
attending
week
Floydnda this
HER FULL VOTE
4
the proposed amendments.
He cam-- 1
colony has suffered for years because
Last week F. P. Spencer, who reThis
F. F. F. Highway meeting.
BAND
out emphatically in favor of the proLAST
CONCERT
of a small minority of black sheep,
cently
purchased
Nuniniiectric
the
is
and
road
auto
important
should
is
Ev'-rgood
an
citizen
posed two million dollar road bond
bringing many people from North Co. here, offered a prize of twenty- The last of the summer band con- - issue.
go t.) the polls and vote next
DEMOCRATS ARE UNITED
five
dollars
th
for the one suggesting ' certs by Johnson's
Eleven important
Tut'sdty.
IN CHAVES COUNTY Texas through this section.
Band will be held
best name for his store. He hud many
CURRY COUNTY FAIR
Friday evening of this week.
An
4 constitutional amendments, be- suggestions
but
finally
upon
decided
The Curry County Fuir is going to
Judge Sam Bratton and A. W.
especially interesting program has
sides the election of a United
The dates for the Curry County
Hockcnhull spoke at Roswell Monday be a success this year. Politics seems the na.ne "Spencvr ElMric
been prepared for this last concert
States Senator should be of suf- suggested by Mrs. Ei.rl Chandnight in the interest of Hanna's can- - to have sidetracked fair enthusiasm
n id everyone is cordially invited to Fuir, October C, 7, and 8, are drawf icient interest to bring out Cur- ing near.
didncy. They report the Democrats for few days but all committees will ler of Grier, N. M.
The agricultural commitvoting
County's
entire
ry
attend.
Mr. Spencer will add some new lines
tee is particularly anxious that farm.of Chaves county united with the b on the job next week making prepstrergth,
'
i
i,
Some people live to learn without ers begin to look out for suitable sam' .I...
" tu uniim ruiriiiui i abii inn arations for the event which will be soon and broaden the scope of his
Ji
ples to put on exhibit,
mally learning how to live
business.
held October, fi, 7, and 8.
jority will be rolled up there.
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Harrison Heads
New Mex. Bankers
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C. of C. Endorses

Road Amendment
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Hanna Makes First Speech of

Campaign at Raton This Week
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Rev. Freeman Will
How Many Votes
Move To Abilene
Will Be Polled?

Democratic State
Chairman Here

Senator Bursum

Speaks in Clovis
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THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER IS, 1921
work ond talk and boost and notions of its own about that "monu-there'be a new Democratic face in mental accomplishment.") The ben-th- e
All it 'mors and Representatives have been
United States Senate.
Official Paper of Curry County
needs is teamwork and hcadwork. hearing about it during their visit to
EDWARD L. MANSON
Bursumism is up against its hardest the home folks since Congress took a
Editor and PublUher
buttle with q mpty guns and sore! vacation, and what they have heard
is not especially reassuring.
feet.
As one
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
Let's all get together and make it of them who returned to Washington
New Mexico, as second class matter
to avo.d further embarrassing quesa landslide for HANNA.
Bnder the act of March 3, 1879.
o tions from his constituents told the
sud story to a World correspondent,
KEITBI.ICANS KKSl'ONSIBI.E
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
After the Demncrals had held the "the folks buck home are hot" and
Si .00 place in' Hie sun with reference to im- - "everything is in a hull of a fix."
One Year
Eix Months
tionnl government for eight years in
'ihu administration does not urg-- I
the United' States under the lender- - ently need a Republican Senator from
Lliin
Mi.vi.w.
Korriirii Aitveitiionr Rrpretpntnlive
i.f U'm.ili-mWllmr. Ili.i
U..
it I,... nil I.I L V....fc.iv
11(19
...n,. ...
i v , kivaivui
K...V IV
ail fol
1W
THE AMKKIl'AN
ASS X.IATION
c.ms took advantage of the hiutus, publican senators thun it knows what
everywhere evidenced as u result of! to do with. But it recognizes in the
THK UK; C'HAN'i'K
the World War nnd stirred the fire New Mexico election the first refer- The big chance has come lo put aiwhh propaganda that raised the tern- - enduni since Morch 4 on the policies
Duruumisni hunk, pcrature to the "boiling point" audi of tho Administration and tho rec- crimp in
and bull, to give the hoot to the party there was a demand for a "chunge" ord of the
Congress.
of exploded promises and busted that was heard all over the nation, Hence Mr. Harding's pathetic desire
pledges in New Mexico and clean up with the result that the political af- to explain to tho voters how incompin state politics.
filiation of the chief executive is of etent the Democrats were, how badly
Dorsum, determined to get into u different sort.
the war was managed and how valioffice, has always been the RepubliMen who had fattened under the antly the Republicans have struggled
He Wilson administration, became a part against overwhelming odds
can party's weakest candidate.
to make
gets into every campaign with his rce of that mass crying for a "change," everything right.
ord around his neck like the old man smacking much of a cry that was
Mr. Wilson is still damned by his
of tho sea on the buck of Sinbad the ruined almost twent,' centuries ago, Republican critics for having venturSailor. He is weaker this year thun for something, the complainers knew ed to ask the country in 1918 to give
ever before with his own party and not what. They got it, as the makers him a Congress that would support
the people.
0f the demand for the "change," got his policies, but it is a different matHe has no mmpaign ammunition Hu, change, but in both instances it ter when a Republican
president
save another job lot of
wu disappointing. There was a gon-p- writes a partisan letter to help bring
pledges of what he ia going to do. ,.,.! understanding, inspired by state-H- e about tho election of a Republicun
has been making these political nients. insinuations, intimations and Senator in New Mexico when
an
promisory notes and letting them g.i otherwise, that tuxes would be reducvote would be construed as r
to protest fur twenty years. He is ed, incomes increased, expenses low- rebuke to the Administration.
We
thoroughly discredited in New Mex- ered and a general reign of prosperi- need not quarrel with those
little idstultify ty inaugurated.
would
ico and the voters
But none of these iosyncrasies of politics which arc comthemselves if they sent him to Wash- things occurred nnd now there is an mon to both parties.
What is imington.
effort being made to saddle this state portant uhout the Harding letter is
He is opposed by 11. H. Hanna, the of affairs on the Wilson regime.
its implication that the Administrastrongest candidate in the Demoi r;.l-i- Anmrillo Daily News.
tion regards the election in New Mexparty and the one the Republican
o
ico as a referendum
and thut the
ring fears most. R. H. Hanna tore KKKI'INC THK HOME
President himself hns been brought 'p
the camouflage off the whole bunch
FIRES BURNING into the campaign to stem the tide1:??'
last year and they haven't hud tini"
Recessing Republican Congressmen of adverse sentiment.
to cover it up yet. A big drive by the have found one spot hotter thun
That would not happen unless the
Democrats now altogether will fin- Washington, and that is home. Ac- Ropubliran leaders were frightened,
ish the job,
Republican National cording to the Washington correspon- and the Republican leaders
would not
promises have meanwhile failed of dent of the new York World, "they be frightened if they
felt that the
nafulfillment and there will be no
are coming back to Washington as country shared any part of Mr. Hardtional landslide to cany the lame f. st as trains can run," after only ing's complete satisfaction with
the
ducks of New Mexico over this time. two weeks of the recess period.
achievements of Congress nnd of the
get busy. H ve's vic- "The reason is that they get too warm Administration.
Democrat!
Congress
With
tory on a platter if you will go after a reception at home. The folks want- slacking on its job, with
no definite
it. Victory this year and victory ed to know geccialiy why the admin- program for a tax reduction
or for
next year. It simply requires united istration had been six months doing the general
rel'ef of business, with
enthusiastic nnd unremitting
work none of the big things promised, und (1,000,000 men out of
work and pubfor a week a. id getting out on elec- how it fell to bo a Congressman and lic opinion becoming more and more
tion day.
critical, iiormulacy is afraid of the
tailing a rest at such a time?
The big independent vole is out to
"One Republican who is back on the ballot box, even in New Mexico.
F
beat Dursum and if the Democrats job today," the correspondent contin- New York World.
turn nut in force it's all over but ues, "went home to spend at least a
0
A
lowering the Hursum political coffin
month. He stood the gaff just three
IDI.K MONEY
into the grave.
da vs. He told some. of his colleagues
It is claimed that throe billions of
Gentlemen, get out on the firinc. the situation politically was serious.
.
,
it.,,., in iiiwiii-i.i.fii.n.-iiinuini rouses arid
'The folks back home are hot,' he carried in pockets by the people of
laid, Ihey besieged Hie with ques- the I'nited States. All this is subtions the whole time was there.' "
jeel to almost instant destruction by!
Do
A
line
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COS evelt's

Glasses

1 11

.

Sixty-Sevent- h

KOOSEVELT was awkward and stupid as a
boy until someone suddenly discovered that he uld not see as
well as other boys.
He has told the world that glasses changed his career
Most children have defective eyesight.
No boy or girl can do well in school who is compelled to overcome an eye strain.
With correctly fitted glasses nine out of ten improve
mediately in their school work.
Success in school promises success in later life.

scrap-of-pa-

Don't let your CHILD bear a heavy eve si rain tlinumli it
long term of school IT'S HKTTKU TO liK SAI'K THAN
HOJiKY. JIave a s. ieiitiric RXAM1 NATION' made of lli. ii' eyes'
and know.

I

c

im-
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C. E. WORRELL, Registered Optometrist
AT

The Optical Shop
LYCEUM TILEATKE DIM LI UNO
"Where The Best Classes are Made"

The only EXCLUSIVE Optical Establisment in Clovis
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Phone 194 for an appointment
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SO aoocj

cigarettes for
lOcts from
one bag of

GENUINE

Bull Durham
TOBACCO

NORMAI.At'Y IN PANIC
voters of
On .September 20 tinNew Mexico will elect a United Stales
Senator to till the vacancy caused by
the resignation of Albert B. Full to
accept a seat in the Harding Cabinet,
and uoimalcy is in a state of panic.
That is the explanation of tho extraordinary letter sent to Senator
over the signature of President Harding.
did not
Mr. Harding, of course,
write this letter, which professes to
be a reply to one from Senator
congratulating the President
on the success of his Administration.
It is a campaign document which was
prepared for the President's signature
and might, have been written by Senator McCorniick himself.
Only a
Senator could have inspired that tribute to the "monumental accomplishment which has marked the work of
the extraordinary session down to
the time of its recess."
The country bus some very definite
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in banks, thus releasing
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Clovit Citizen Gives Information
.
r
n
U
rncelen Value
When you suffer from huckuclic,
es, dizziness,
nervousness,
Keel weak, languid, depressed,

. .
i
il Muiiiu ii u ioiijj
iiu .in i.i-.--lowa.'ii financing necessary businesses today, besides affording the Hmvii iimwivititr itvitHirv ilisitrili
,
positur a source of protection und:,.
.
, . ", ,
.

.

,

income

Congress hns taken a recess a vacation. President Harding is planning
a vacation soon. It's hard on one's
inin'rination to picture a vacation for
those to whom it means only a change
in the for mof idleness.
Anmrillo
Tribune.
WAGES

OF SIN

"Brethren," exclaimed the preacher us he came across a portion of his
flock engaged in pursuing the goddess of chance, "Don yo ull know its
wrong to shoot craps?"
"Yas, parson," admitted the
sadly, "an' believe me, Ah's
payin' fo' mnh sins." The American
Legion Weekly.

The Union Mortgage Co.
We want to figure with you when
you need a farm loan, when you
want to sell, either land or city
property. When you want to
buy property of any kind. When
you want any kind of insurance.
PROMPT SERVICE OUR MOTTO

The Union Mortgage Co.

A

.:

i

l

A TIME

TO PAUSE

W" Ii ii a giil begins
calling
our first inline, watch out l.
likes your last one. Judge.

by

;

She

I

shoe-top-

im

Some Cbvis people do.
Read the statement that follow.:.
It's from a Clovis citizen.
Testimony that can be investigated.
Mrs. Arthur Andrews, .110 N. 'lidding St. says: "My advice to any one
suff' ing from disordered kidnoyi i.
to try Doan's Kindcy Tills, for they
certainly are fine.
Several .veal's
ago I took them for weukness in my
buck nnd other symptoms of kidney
complaint. They certainly did all
that was claimed for them and soon
removed the annoyance. Poun's Kidney Pills are fine and I cun conscientiously endorse them."
60c, at all dealers.
3
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
Foster-Milbur-

rxr,-- .

pictures of almost mule women for
several years. So general has t lie dis- mliititr litil.ii lw.,.n,,t.. ,. ............ ,
centers that an actress in New Yml;
created a sonsntr n the other dav
wearing n gown which extended
i
neck to
If women desire to wear knickerbockers, let them effect the style
without further innuendo or invasion
of the public morals. The practice of
interviewing men on what tln-- think
of changes in women's wearing apparel is getting on the nerves of s.
people.
Women dress for women, not for mcp,
The skirt mania has nearly exhausted the possibilities of endur- Let the women wear what
ance.
they will nnd let the agitation cease.,
I'eoria Trascript.

GOOD ADVICE

1

you know
you csn roil

vyiiWU V,

iTay.-iwA-.r-

News Want Ads Bring
Telephone us 97

A good way to si art busi
i
to
boom i:g ai'iiin in this countrj is for
every man to pnil tip- strings to his
money bag-- ,
bi re call he no a pre- c';.blc
,i tlljil ion of business
without
nty of money in circulation, nnd

while

There

is n vast

difference bit wren

ami the other railroad
magnates of the counti v. lb
taught them how to reduce freight

without reducing u.ir net
,ut )(,v p,,.,,.,,,,, n,fuM,
be taught.
in--

,.,,.,

Try a News Want Ad for results

n

Mr. Farmer

THE KNICKERBOCKER CRAZE
When the public isn't worrying
over business conditions, unemployment and winter coal, it is asked to
worry over women's wearing apparel.
The short skirt, the shorter skirt and
the longer skirt have been debated ad
nauseam. Under incessant drives promoted partly by adventuresses and
partly by commercial agents, the
country, it would seem, bus been "fed
up" on skirt talk. But not so.
The knickerbocker, whose advent
was long foretold, is knocking for ml-mission, and women and girls in the
large cities are finding elation and
profit in "daring" their way through
the boulevards and shops in the hope
of breaking the ice for their new fad.
Their success is assured and the
younger set may he expected to give
the new dress a commercial status,
Artistically, no objection can be
found to knickerbockers. Arguments
in favor of their comfort und utility
are overwhelming. The public, long!
accustomed to seeing women hulf
clad on the stuge, the ball room and
the bathing beach will not complain
if they put on knickerbockers. Knickerbockers mean more clothes and less
nudity and that is a consumation
to be wished.
Nothing concerning women longer
shocks the public, Magazines and
newspapers have been decorated with
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r.esults.

cannot circulate

y

locked up.
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216 South Main Street

Wants to see you
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Hanna's got 'em on the run.
Elect him and the job is done.

REAL SERVICE

All grocers sell Sunlight

der Sunlight
like it.

Wa are living auto owners roal
arvice in all tha department of our

flour.

i

Or-

Men

ice

men eligible for Vocational Training
or Compensation, or those having claims
that need adjusting, are requested to meet
the Clean-u- p Squad September 23rd at the

i tut 14

CIGARETTE

GAS AND OILS

Ex-Serv-

All

tCTmmrjauy
vwr

You will

next time.

iirmr

Crockett Sparks left this week for
Austin, Texas, to attend the university.

butinoa.
HIGH GRADE
COMPLETE STOCK OF AUTO
CESSORIES

Attention

Jeff Bryant left lust week on a
trip to Altus, Oklahoma.

Red Cross office
store.

Dr. McClellanover

J. C. Luikart, H.S.S.Sec.

Round Oak and Comstock Castle
Ranges at prices that will please you.

toasted
Notice this delicious

flavor when you

Mrs. A. 0. Ruckman and baby left
the first of the 'week on a visit to

Clovis Filling Station
G. M. HOCKENHULL, Manager

40x8 Firestone tires, $123.00.
The & Battery Co.

smoke Lucky Strike

it's sealed in by
the toasting process

Altus, Oklahoma.
Special orchestra music each
ening at dinner at the White Rose
Cafe.
ev-

Miss Zella Mua Pierce spent several
days in Lubbock this week and last
visiting friends.

We handle nothing but best
lump coal. The best is tha
cheapest. Lane 4 Sons Grain Com
pany.
Mrs. J. S. Bryant who has been
visiting at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mm. Nels Anderson, returned to her home at Altus, Oklahomn.
Monday.

If proce and quality will interest
C. W. Harrison made a business you, come in and let us explain our
Range proposition,
trip to Midland, Texas this week.

Wonderful 30x3 u, cord tires for
Special orchestra music each ev
September 14th was Hanna Day $18.00 at Taylor Tiro & BatUuy
'
ening at dinner at the White Rose
and SO IS SEPTEMBER 20!
Company.
Cafe.
J, H. Kays was in from Pleasant
For fire insurance see Doughton
W. Vanlnndingham moved to Am
Mrs. A. L. Younger was a guest
I. an' Co.
Wendell Foreman left Monday for
Hill Monday.
arillo this week. Mr. Pancoast sue
Mr. and Mrs.
him with Armour & Company Abilene, Texas, where he will attend Monday at the home of
coeds
How much of the
Mr. Stockman
C. E. Dennis.
Our coal business is black but we
Mrs. Younger was
College
year.
this
Simmons
in this territory.
I'Mfty Million Loan did YOU get?
treat you white. Lane & Sons Grain
to her home in Oklahoma City,
Co.
We have three cars of ranges that from Roswell.
OAK RANGES, the acROUND
0. V. Morrison of Amarillo hus
knowledged standard .of quality at we arc going to sell. Let us tell you
Honest Harry Hanna will make a
been a Clovis visitor this week.
We have the agency for Boms nf the
n
lint
HVVUV VIII Ml
nustung senator, wane it unani
most substantial old link fire insurLet Cornell refinish your auto. mous..
ance companies. Doughton Land
This Is a good time to have it
c
Company.
We are going; to make you a price
done..
that will suit on a range.
Mrs. Anna P. Apperson, of Spok
A. E. Dorman of Raton has been in
Mi. Julia Ogee has returned from
Dewey Boron of this city will leave ane, Wash., arrived Monday morning,
Clovis this week looking after busi
Oklahoma City where she has been
ac
and is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
ness. Mr. Dorman formerly lived soon for South America. He has
for sometime.
cepted a position with the same firm Louis P. J. Materson, at her home
here.
which G. L. Harshaw, formerly of on Staats Ave.
FOR RENT Two room house near
Prices this city, works for.
we repair them.
ROOFS
O. S. Gilliland of Ksctancin is here
shops. Inquire at 311 North ShelSome diamonds are worthless, also
reasonable. Work guaranteed for
don or phone 335.
this week visiting at the home of
Metal
I treat all diseases and disorders of several grades of coal. The best coal
Sheet
five years. Clovis
his father, J. G. Gilliland.
Works, C. R. Herrin, Prop., 113 W women and attend confinement Is the cheapest. We have it. Lane
J. V. Burnett returned Saturday of
& Sons Grain Co.
Ave.. Bring us your soldering eases Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Grand
old
his
home
We deliver any amount of grolast week from a visit to
ceries to any part of the city. Will- - jobs, phone 293.
at St. Paul, Kansas.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Baker arrived
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kelsoe and
mon Bros., pnone bi.
Try a meal at the White Rose Cafe.
Joe Hewett, assistant cushier of little daughter and Mr. and Mrs. R. here Saturday from Little Rock, Ark.
and the
Mr. and Mrs. John Lyons and lit the Farmers State Bank, is able to M. Mathers left this week for a visit Mrs. Baker will remain here but Mr.
You will like the service
tic daughter, returned to their home be at the bank again after a severe to relatives and friends in Indianapo- Baker will leave the latter part of
prices are reasonable.
the week.
lis, Indiana,
at Texline, Texas, Monday, after a nttuck of appendicitis.
Mi.vs Lillian and Perkins
Patton week's visit with Mr. Lyon's mother,
Sunlight flour Is equal to any flour
in rlunn and sanitarv
Sunlight Flour Is made of choice
loft Wednesday for Albuquerque, and sisters, Mrs. Mary and Miss Helen
wherf they will be students at the Lyons, Mrs. Cecil Honea, and Mrs hard wheat. You can't beat it. Or- - at the White Rose Cafe on Grand sold on the Clovis market and it is
made at home. Try a sack.
Avenue
Ray Harrison.
university this year.
der Sunlight next time.

LOCAL MENTION

VI

KIRSCHBAUM CLOTHES

FALL AND WINTER 1921

Rev. R. B. Freeman returned the
first of the week from Abilene, Tex- as, where he went with his family to
Mr. Frce-- I
t!::"n located there.
man will join them in Abilene in
about a month and they will make
their home at that place.

gt

Let us figure on repairing your
roofs. We havo material on hand to
do the work. Guaranteed to last five
years. Clovis Sheet Metal Works,
113 W. Grand
C. R. Herrin, Prop.
Ave., phone 203. Bring us your soldering jobs.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Campbell and
children left the first of the week
for Hutchinson where they will at-

tend the Kansas State Fair. They
were joined at Canyon, Texas, by Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Tagader.

It takes

good fltuir to make good

biscuit or bread. If you are not
satisfied with your results in baking,
tell your grocer to send you a sack
of Sunlight next time.
Governor Merritt C. Mechem, on
last Friday, appointed D. W, Jones
as a delegate for the state of New
Mexico to the annuul convention of
the Ozark Trails Convention which
will be held in Shnwnee, Oklahoma,
September 14, 15 and Hi, 1021.

How surely it tells!
Why is it that one suit looks
better than another, fits smoother,
wears longer? Why this growing
demand for Kirschbaum Clothes?
Quality!
luality!

r

's

AC-

it
Our vulcanising department
equipped with all modern machinery
to do the hifhett clan work. We
are prepared to handle the large lixe
truck tire.

mm

Man-del-

si

$30 to $45
V

"COAL MINES ARE
NEARER TODAY"
,
Than they will be when sudden
fctorma and cold weather grip the
railroads and block free movement of
trains; and more coal ears are ab
sorbed as the need of coal grows
greater. Railroads arc open now and
cars arc plentiful.
A telephone fall will fill your bin
today. Call One Nine.

KgJTip Cumber

(bmpanlj

Howard of Port ales was a
Clovis visitor Tuesday. Mr. Howard
says indications are that. Roosevelt
County will poll a big Democratic
vote next Tuesday and there is a geti- eral feeling in his county that Han- nB is going to win the election.
C'oe

S.

J. WRIGHT

Licensed Chiropractor
Over Farmers State Bank
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Pbone 343
4

4

Dr. C. I,. McClellan
Physician and Surgeon
Office Over Mandell's
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

DR. C. O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR
Licaiued
ll.'l.j South Main Street
Phone 101

f

DR. T. E. PRESLEY

Eye, Ear, Note and Throat
of Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo- vis ut the Baptist Hospital from
tho 4th to the 8th of each month.

Dr. W. M. Lancaster
Phytician and Surgeon
Clovis, New Mexico

Office Over Mandell's
Phone No. 157

Dr. J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon
Officcl lO'i N. Moin Street
Office Phone 231
Res. 209

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute
ami chronic. Office in building
o:i coiner north of Fire Station.
Office Phone .'tH.'l
Res. .'190
Clovis. New

.

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian
200 West Otero Street
Clovis, N. M.
Phone 43
i- -

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 331
Clovis, New Mexico

WALTER W. MAYES
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Practice in all courts
Clovis, N. M.

THAT SUDDEN!

Sharp

Pain

which

you ex

perience at

times caii be
removed. No
woman hus the
right to suffer
when

tilie

can

obtain relief
safely, certainly

and promptly.
Suppose you clo

have headaches, back
aches, extreme
nervousness,

low-spiri-

ts

and general

for not
food feelings
at
--

--

Your case
is not hopeless.
These symptom
are evidence that
the delicate organism of Uie femiiiiio
body has becomo
out of order aiui
times?

needs tha help

farmFOUND Many
ers have found our elevator an ideal
place to market their grain. Get in
line with your friends. The Western
Elevator Company. "Watch us Grow."
wld.j-awak-

W- - L Luikart & Co0
V

R. E. Hicks has recently completed
the erection, of a store building on
Kast Bent Ave., and will conduct a
grocery store there. Mr. Hicks is
moving to Clovis from Elidu.

Nature's remedies
Try
can bestow.
Dr. Pierce's Favor
ite Prescription which the druggists of this country have been
selling in liquid form for the past
50 years. It can now be had in
tablet also. Ingredients on label
Send ten ceuta to Dr. Pierce's
Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y,
for a trial paclinc of tablet

:

'
'

zsi

S ome Special

.mir Triir

.

FrrfAnnnM
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Fumitare Values

IRON BEDS

9x12 AXMIN1STER RUGS

Special price on iron beds, two inch
posts, all colors. An exceptional

We have some exceptionally pretty
Axminister rugs which we purchased last season at auction. We are
moving them out now at . $3475

value at
$10.50
Special prices on Duo Folds.

Johnson Bros. Furniture & Undertaking Co.
U. S. Underwood, formerly of CloHave you bought the new school
Fred K. Dennis has been quite ciek
vis, but now of Cisco, Texas, was a book.? Vote for Hanua.
lte tli is week.
visitor in the city this week.
Dr. (.. K. Maynard and family
spent
J. K. Briscoe of Amarillo
Wntkins Extracts, Spices, Toilet have returned from an automobile Wednesday in Clovis.
Articles, etc., best and cheapest. G. trip to points of interest in the west.
H. Blankenship, 910 North Wallace,
Mrs. John Barry left this week for
John Manning was in from Hollene
The Democrats are not to blame a trip to Kansas City.
1'hone 24:..
Tuesday.
for the high price of school hooks.
Dr. L. C. Cox and family returned All legislation boards nnd committees
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Comer :f
Jack Massey was cuite siek the
the first of the week from an out- were controlled by the Republicans.
visited in Clovis this week.
lirst of the week with tonsilitis.
ing trip to the mountains.
Bursum is still throwing the bull.
We handle all kinds of fresh and
What do you know about Standard
But that doesn't help the cowman. 1 tc
Sewing
meats
cured
and
machines
deliver
free.
for
Phone
rent
sold
or
Hatleries. Please inquire. The latSinger Sewing Ma- us your order. Wilmon Bros. Phone
est and nearest factory, Fort Worth, on easy term",
Mr. ami Mrs. W. T. Stalciip have
chine
phone
731, 210 West 481.
Store,
Texas.
returned from a visit with relatives
(Irand Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Tinker, 117 N. at Goree, Texas.
Miss Kathleen Love left this week
Kdward 0. Morgan left this week Rcnchcr, arc rejoicing over the arrivfor Fort Worth, Texas, where she
Where was Bursum when the comfor Albuquerque, where he will be al of a fine baby girl on Thursday of
will attend school.
mittee
on text books for our school ;
week.
last
a university student this year.
was appointed? Vote for Hanna. It
Don't risk your property without
We are sparing no pains to give
sufficient fire insurance. We repSunlight Flour, made in Clovis,
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Knight left
first-clas- s
restaurant. Cive
resent some of the beat companies. is growing in popularity every day. Clovis a
last week for an extended trip to
a
us
we
will
and
trial
you
sure
are
Doug!- - on Land Co.
It is absolutely equal to any flour on
come back again. White Rose Cafe, points in Kansas, Colorado and
the Clovis market today.
.
.1. Z. IsW has purchased a residence on North Wallace St. from R.
Will Brown of Cameron has purMiss Kurah McDonald and Mr.
A, Iscnherg, proprietor of the SurH. Crook and will move to Clovis f ror.i chased the Sam Jones residence on
L. Miller, both of Forrest, X. M., were
Cameron just as soon as he can get North Axtell Street and moved to prise Store, is in the Hasten markets this week buying new fall and married by Rev, C. H. Hatfield la.t
posession.
property this week.
Thursday, Sept, Hth, at Clovis.
winter goods.

PERSONAL MENTION
John K. Smithson
flrady Tuesday.

from

was

K. K. Runnolls, who liven south of
Tcxieo, was in Clovis Tuesday.

Mrs. ('. L. Sullivan left Sunday
n two week's visit in Amarillo.

for

Bring your hand woil. to the Ladies Kxrhniigc at Miss Lucy Turner's
Millinery,
tfc
Howard Mason

left last week foi
Cruccs, where he is attending

Las
tchnol this year.

Vote against Amendment No eight.
It will raise taxes and destroy the
school system of Curry County.
Tom Smith and family will leave

Ask

auctioneer Forbes for tog sale

hill of Mil) acre land sale .1 miles
cast of Clovis on Tuesday, Sept. 27.
.
Thy F. A.
Two wi ll improved
Iiilliner .'12(1 acre farm and the (i. I..
Xcidy 121) acre farm. 1! .'little, 17

hoi.es.

!M.'-2t-

.1. A. .Mediums,
riniinlhniise
man at Slaton, was a Clovis
this week.

fore-

vis'tor

(i. Meliuff (iambic of
was
Thursday. .Mi. (iama Clovis
bic says this is his first trip to Clovis
in nearly a year.
The .Senators have turned
down
liursum's lirainage Amendiiifit. We
tMint a senator who does things.
It
Mr. Iluph Heaver of (iilead. Neb.,
arrived this week to attend the funeral of Mr... Mary lleishey.
He is
visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. V.. McGregor, south of town.

Ask auctioneer Forbes for big sab'
bill of Mill acre land sale ."i miles
east of Clovis on Tuesday, Sept. '11.
Two well improved farms. The K. A.
Iiilliner
acre farm and the i. I..
Marriage license was issued to Mis-Iv- Xealy 120 acre farm. ID
cattle, 17
Chitwood and Mr. Krian.Vniighn, horses.

this week for Auhry, Texas, where
Mr. Smith will engage in the hard-

ware business.

Bursum passed his vote on the Soldier Bonus Bill and then voted for
it after it was lost. Vote for Hannn both of Hollene, last Saturday,
mid fjiil' nine fur the veteruntf
ff tember 10th.

Sep-

are corresponding with people
east who are coming hi re to
Mhb Collie Krwin will conduct a
If you are in the market for a buy land. If yollis is. for sale, i e us.
kindergarten this year in the Metho- house or vacant lot, we have what Stewart &
le, iff,ee oer Mainli-ll'dist church. Miss Krwin began net- you want. Stewart & Bell, office I'lioiie 72'.l.
He
work Wednesday of this week.
over Mandell's. I'hone VJil.
lie
Rev. ('. I). I'oston
last
WANTKI) Faney laundry
work,
from Wininm l.i,L-l,.1 where
If your house, vacant lot or farm
silks and soft materials, silk shirts is
for sale, g'.ve us a list on it, we will he lias been attending the Interna
and underwear, satisfaction guaran- do
& Bell, office uonai i (invention
the rest.
of the liesci)
of
teed. 31 S W. (irand, opposite ComChrist.
over Mandell's. I'hone TV.).
Itc
mercial Hotel.
Indue MeCluie
of Roswell was
H. C. Scott and family of
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Atwiol and
in Clovis Wednesday ami Thursday
Texas,
are here for a visit
son, J. B. and Lttle daughter, Virgon legal business.
He says ( haves
inia, returned Saturday of last week at the home of his brother, ('. II. County will poll a larger lie mocratic
Scott.
from a visit to Tulia, Texas.
voli in tin- coming election than was
polled last fall.
K.
C.
Mrs.
Thillips
and
son
little
Miss Am ye Dornian visited friends
in Clovis the Hi st of the week, enroute left Thursday for Waco, Texas, to
Take the schools out of politics and
from Raton to Abilene, Texas, where attend the funeral of Mr. Phillips's politics out of he schools. Vote
for
she will attend Sintmons College this untie who died there Wednesday.
llaniia.
n
year.
Ask auctioneer Forbes for big sale
Ask auctioneer Forbes for big sitle
Let Herrin do your sheet metal bill of 800 acre land sale 5 miles bill of K00 acre land sale fi
miles
work. An experienced man to do the east of Clovis on Tuesday, Sept. 27. east of Clovis on Tuesday, Sept.
27.
Two1
guaranteed.
Absolutely
well
improved
best work.
farms. The F. A. Two well improved farms'
The F. A.
s
Dilliner 320 acre farm and the G. L. Dilliner 320 acre farm
113 W. Grand Ave., phone 203.
and the G. L.
Sheet Metal Works. Bring us Neuly 420 acre farm. 19 cattle, 17 Xealy 420 acre furm. 19
cattle, 17
horses.
your soldering jobs.
homes.
We
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MUSIC STORE

Vfe have purchased the stock of the old Croft Music Co., and are
adding all the new and latest goods in the music line.
We will conduct an
music department in our shop.
We are now
headquarters for sheet music, records, player rolls, instruments and
everything m the music line.

Clo-vi-

up-to-da- te

Don't forget also our eight
hour service in kodak finishing, and that we make the
kind of portraits that you and
your friends want.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS SEPT.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts ...$325,037.0(3
1,225.22
Overdrafts
Bunking House, Furnl
ture and Fixtures
8,250.00
V. S. Bonds and Warrants
22,056.07
and Sifht Exchange 104,813.95

I $

(Qi
"V

Ch

i
1

1

j

;

TOTAL
!

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock ...1
$ 50,000.00
flid In I.S.OOO.OO. Kim d $25,(KI(I
Surplus
10,000.00
Undivided Profits
0,312.25
Bills Payable
25,000.00
370,071.85
DeP'U
l

TOTAI

The above is correct.
F. B. HEROD, Asst. Cashier.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

The Robinson Art Shop
"THE PHOTOGRAPHER IN YOUR TOWN"
Phone 145.
119 East Monroe
FRESH FILMS TODAtf

$401,384. lU

fi, 1921

()

CHAS. E. DENNIS, .resident.
G. W. SINGLETON. Vice President.
CASH RAMEY. Vice President
S. A. JONES, Cashier
J. E. LINDLEY, Director. .
C. S. HART, Director.
L. C. PETREE, Ass't. Cashier.
F. B. HEROD, Ass't Cashier

i(
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WHO
MADE HISTORY

"VAMPS

By JAMES C. YOUNG.
11

by

THE
"I guess you will huve to be braver
BRAGGING ROOSTER.
than you ure now," said one sister
chirk. "I saw you run when the rat
RS. HENNY HKN hml a lurro
ilui'ed you the other day ami .Mother
family of chickens and I nm
had to drive her away,"

A

orry to tell you tlmt sometime
they
but pecked ami flew
Ul not behave,
at each other, quarreling Just as some
Jlttlo children do, bothering tlielr
mother very much.
Mttle Rooster (Slick thmiKht because he. was the brother that he was
braver than the sister chicks, and he
also thought they should mind him
und do just an he told tliem.
Of course, this tnnde sister chick 8
.verv angry und caused many quarrels,

"I wasn't afraid of that eld pii."
little ltooster. "I wauled to see
her run, and when I crow up I shall
drive her out of the barnyard."
Hut his ulsters dlil not Itclleve this,
and they nil told lilm he was afraid
ami not brave enough to be Hit! luler
of the barnyard.
"I am brave," piped up little Hunter. "I will show you how brave I um
some day when a hawk comes to carry
nfl mother. I will fly right at hlui and
.
drive him away."
Mrs. Kenny lien did not hear her
chlidivn quarreling, for "he bad left
the shade of the hushes ami was
scratching for worms a little wiy off,
and Just then she clucked to her children to come and have part of the
feast she had found.
All the chicks lan. but little Rooster
re ached her slds llrst, and Just us his
mother wi.s dragging from the ground
a large, plump worm a very large .Mr.
Illiieltlisftl, who was sitting on a limb
of the tree Just over Mrs. Hen, hYw
down and grabbed the worm.
He did not get It, because Mrs. lien
was too quick for I lin, but little
ltooster, thinking It must he a haul;,
peeped loudly and ran us fust as lie
could hack to the hushes.
All his sisters peeped and fluttered
about, culling him it "frailly chick"
mid telling Mm he would never lie a
brave ltooster who could protect the
barnyard fowl,
1
Mill? ltooster f,''l
foolish,
It cured him of bragging, for every
time he began to talk of bis bravery
all his sisters would peep, "Who was
afraid of Mr. IlhickhlrdV" and little
ltooster would stop bragging right
away.
((..pyrl.hi I
MMad

tut

one day fctmethtng happened
which rhnuged nil this and mudu little Rooster feel very foolish.
One warm day Mr, llenny lien look
family under the bushes out of the
lieat and told tlmm to keep qiihM, but
Jlttle Rooster hepin to brag that he
van very hrave and that Home day he
would be the cock nf the yard and
that all the other!) would have to obey
Urn.
"I shall drive nut nil the other
nosier and I shall have all the ' ill
want to eat before I let any of the
ben eat a bit." said little Rooster.

Jut

t

if

11.
ps. Jonn r. Hinitnsnn oi
Grad JL jf'uccn spending several
days in Chivis this week attending the
bedside of Mrs. H. .1. Hlumbeig, who
has been quite sick at the Hnptist
Hospital. Mrs. Hlumborg's home is
at Wichita Falls, Texas, and she took
seriously sick while visiting- at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Sniithsun, at
Grady.

The reason we jret so much work
to do is because wo give satisfaction
with our work. Clovia Sheet Metal
Works, phone Sfl.'l. Bring us your
soldering jobs. C, R. Herein, Pro
prietar.
MILLINERY
" Inseason's most clever and becoming slyh's. You cun rod them nt
Miss Lucy Turner's, East Grand Ave.,
t cri s.s the street f r nil tho new plio.t
building.

Regular Communication.
A. F. 4 A. M.
Neat Tuesday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

S
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and such elector is fiirtlur required
to make affidavit that he is a qualified voter in the State of New Jlex-icend is registered in his home precinct and is unavoidably ab.iei.t from
such home pi'' cinct.
A supply of blanks has been proCentral
cured by the IenunTi:tie
Coiumitice, and if you will call nt
theii hcadqiiarteis in the front pint
of the Hudson-Kssepiruge on North
X.-Mexico,
Main Street, f'lovis,
thev will irladlv assist any voter in
procuring such certificate, and will
furnish him "with u Mnnk affidavit
be used on election duy.
Anv voter whose duties may take,
him awuy from his home precinct on
election day should procure a certificate in advance. The fact that,
a voter has procured such certificate
will not prevent his votintr in his.
home precinct provided he is in such
homo precinct on election lny, and'
has not already voted elsewhere.

According to some women men are
Some are worse than
others.

Furniture and Fixtures..
6
Redemption Account
War Saving- - Stamps
Cash and Sight Exchange

....

Total

1.2B0.OO

108.00

Cupital Stock
Surplus Fund
Circulation
Undividw, ,,romil
-- Discounts
DEPOSITS

4
Regular Meeting
(D
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
t 8:00 O'clock.
AH Sir Knights residing In
this jurisdiction are Invited.
P. A. LaShier, Recorder.

Total

New Autumn Gloves

New Fall Sport Skirts

Of imported qualilics, in

ed plca.ted

two-clas-

wrist

p

These lovely plaid and strip-

reg-

then the one strap gauntlet,
and the long Mnsqueliro style,
plain or self embroidering

sport skirts rn

Au-tiim-

's

rich shades, are a very
tieccsserv item of apparel v it'll
the
lilaXil'K

lengths,

!.-l- V

OX-KOI?-

They are

i

ic

in

the

newest pleat iuus,
colorings
and plaids for the Miss, tin;
regular ami stylish Stout .

in

shades of black and browns, at

ginning at

$2.95 and Up

$6.95, up to $19.50

New Under Finery
of colored
satins in bodice or built
up styles, daintily trimmed in
laces or embroidering. Very
special at
$2.50
Camisoles

bcld-ing-

's

fa.
r
'A

.

i

t
11
ill EE

L

1

1,i
l

VI

oloollK
1

1'H

111

shades.

knee

Yen

$2.50, $2.75

Satin and Crepe do Chine
Teddies in several dainty lace
trimmed styles. Beginning at
$2.95, $3.50 to $6.50.

SURPRISE PARTY

Jersey Silk petticoats with
accordion pleated fancy satin
flounces in all shades.
Yery
special at
$3.50

DEATH OF MRS. MARY HiRSHEY

NOTICE OF SALE

Mrs. Mary Hirshey died Friday
Miss Mary Kniifht gave a surprise
In the District Court
uf
Curry
at the home of her irother,
of
morninic
honor
in
afternoon
Tuesday
party
County, New Mexico.
W.
K.
McGrcjror,
who
lives
of
class
south
school
a member of her Sunday
Oklahoma Motor Securities Comwho is leavinit for Texas to reside. town, and was buried Monday morn-inf- f
pany, Plaintiff, vs. J. Z. Her and
'Sacred
from
Heart
home
Catholic
Mary's
Miss
The class met at
Hallu Leach, Defendants.
Nu. 1777.
Church.

1!)'--

,

M.

$

50,000.00
1)0,000.00

24,200.00

-

8296.,0
1.740.64
366,993.96

98,054.17
$404,182.70

The Fall Dresses
Fashion, youth and smartness speak in these new Frocks
for Autumn wear. Canton Crepe, Crepe Satins, Woshanara
Crepes, Tricot ines and I'oiret Twills are the new materials,
and the trimmings are beautiful in beads and ei.'broidei'iuir.
The colors are navy and black. At

.lersy si
lengths in
special at .

o

LIABILITIES
2,400.00
21.000.00
7,4i8.0o

$25.00, $35.00, $45.00 up to $85.00

I

At tho dose of liusiiicHs. Tuesdiiy. September

Bk...

r.

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00

The ladies of the Catholic church
will hold a food sale ut Barry Hdw.
Company's store, Saturday, Septem-ti,,. j 7th. A variety of home cooked
foods will be on sale about 10 o'clock.

Of Clovis, N. M.

Stock in Fed. Res.
Banking House

A presentation of the new modes, in a renerous
of selected .styles to ehoose from.
Charming styles of true beauty, adapted to al! typos of
feminity, distinctly new and hit crest ing, fashioned in all
the good materials in shades of blues, browns, and black, embellished with fine furs handsomely embroidered and braided.
This indeed is to be a season of fur trimmed garments. The
rich luxury fur trimmings add so much to the autumn Vail-leuSuits for the .Miss, regular and stvlish Stouts, ;it

FOOD SALE

CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK

r,0,fi22.10

The New Fall Suits

Other good styles at

not all alike.

We have often wondered how a
Princess would describe anything if
she couldn't use the word "cute."

..J.'li:l.2l0.:!K

Everything to Wear for Women and Children

ular

x

Stocks und Bonds

UJ

$15.00, $17.00, $19.50, $25.00 to $45.00

r

o

RESOURCES
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STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
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FAMOUS WOMAN
THE WORLD.

MOST

a

1

V

.

son never learned. lie thought her
wounded or In other peril and gave:
pursuit. Antony's ships wavered, broke IQJ
line, were overwhelmed.
Cleopalru saw the Inevitable about
to happen and sent a secret message XJ
to tictavlus, attempting by flattery and (g)
seduction to save herself, Caesar had (g)
man, mid Antony's
been a black-eyepu s were a warm brown. Hut those 'vy
of (Vtuvius were gray mid cold. lie 1(g)Cleopatra knew her- - gj)
merely Mnilei,
lost and tell red to a mausoleum
Antony beard that sha
she bad built
was dead anil threw himself upon Ids
sword,
lie was carried ding to hot
arms. She soothed his last moments, .
then put an asp to In-- r bosom, which
sank Its fangs into her soft hreast v
een as the llciers of Octuvlus than- - R3)
il.'ied at Hie gale,

ably absent from his home precinct
on election day, und more than fif-teen miles distant from such precinct,
muy vote in any precinct or election
district or ward in the state, pro-- i
vided he presents to the election offi
cer at the polling place at w hich he
offers t, vote, a certificate from the
board of registration of his home procinct showing that lie is duly quali-

tX ?vt

heaP

1.

hoi, forgot his mission, forgot every-'ihtrt'. And for ten delirious years he
disliled in soft luxury. It was a long
time and one which must end. Octuvl- us came aboard bis fleet to claim that
other hair of the world which Antony
hail wns'ed. They met III battle off
t
on the
wn
Antony's
Acliuni.
point of victory when he saw Cleo- naira's galley sliced away, for a rea

The laws of New Mexico provide
than any qualified elector, unavoid-

and Mfc. J. G. Griffith will
leave scn for Mineral Wells, Texas,
will spend u few weeks
where
in
of Mrs. Griffith's

.

tavlus Caesar,
Cleopatra went forth to meet him
Antony saw
galley.
In her famous
,

NOTICE

.LOCAL MENTION

Niir wki

McClura

hair wan red and she hnd ft
snub nose. If It bail been a fraction longer or a little less siluhbcd the
history of the world might have been
n
changed, as a French philosopher
ked.
Cleopatra was bom In H. 0. 0!) and
j
with her brother I'toleiny became Joint
two
heir to the throne of Egypt. The
disagreed and Cleopatra lied from Al- - (g)
time Julius (g
exandrli'i.
About till
Caesar, fresh from hi great victory
over I'nnipey, arlved In the Egyptian
capital. With true Roman "courtesy"
be seized the principal buildings and
Cleo-hi- it
hid lis warring factions behave.
and took heed. On a cer
tain day Caesar held audience, and
a(1(,e(l smne glft
()ew
to the pile crowing at bis feet. Then
came a giant Nubian "lave, bearing a
roll of carpet on bis back. He un
rolled It before Cnesnr, ami Cleopatra
stood before him In unrobed loveli
ness. She was sixteen, Caesar almost
sixty.
The noxt day he banished her en
emies, but Instead nf placing Cleopatra
tirmly upon the throne, be carried her
off to Home, und maintained her there
dm II he was assassinated by Itrutui.
Cleopatra returned to Alexandria and
found her throne more secure than
nefore. I'.ut she made the mistake of
negotiating with the wrong Unman par- tv. Mark Antony was sent to domnnu
He came us ruler of
her iieiiltence.
all the East, or one half the known
world, which he had divided with Oc-- i

p

M

AT- -

t

$404,182.70

The above statement is correct.
W. C. ZEKWKK, Cashier

and later were served refreshments
at the Klite. A Rold pencil was prememher.
sented to the departing
Those present were Misses Grace
Woodward, Erple Holloway, Thelma
Goodwin, Minnie Melton, Lottie Hawkins, Kdna Hoard, Mattye Foreman,
Vivian, Marindu Buster,
Mildred
Irene l.ove, Mrs. Hilda Cox, Mrs.
Harris and the honor iruost, Miss
Catherine Smith.

Votice is hereby piven that heretofore on the third day of September,
A. 1). 1921, under and by virtue of a
JiidKiwnt rendered in this ttnirt in'
the foreKointr cuuse, I, the underwjfrn-ewill, on tho third day of October,
A. I). 1U21, at the hour of two (2)
o'clock p. in., offer for wile, and wll
deceased lanu; to Curry County from for cash in hand to the lichen und
Gilead, Nib., eleven years aim, but best bidder therefor, at the front
huil been li'.ir
in Nebraska foi thc'our of the Court house in Clovia,
i"'" V County, N. M., one Master
e
past year, till about three weeks i.jro,
H0045
returned to Curry Count , hopinc ,ur Truck, motor number
model ltiL'O JW, four cylinder, cato benefit tier health.
pacity one and
tons.
That the style of the cause is
TYPEWRITERS FOR SALE $5.00
Motor Securities Company,
per month will buy one. Albuquerplaintiff, versus J. Z. Ialur and Hal la
que Typewriter Exchange, AlbuquerLeach, defendants. That the nature
que, New Mexico.
of the action is a suit on a promisory
Do you ant the ome old Bursum note, and the foreclosure of a chattel
and the stiine old bull? If not vote mortgnge securing the puyniei.t
for Hunna, clean government and a same. .That said judgment was rendered in said cnuse on the first day
live one in the l S. Senate.
It
of September, A. D. 1021. That the
amount of said judgment with interA canul connected the Red Sea and
est and costs to date of sale in
the Nile during the reign of the $136G.2.r).
Pharaohs.
Witness my hand this .huil .lay tt
September, A. D. 1921.
Mnoey no longer makes the mare
W. II. SULLIVAN.
go. It buy? n. instead.
Special Master.

Mr. J. W. McGreifor, Mr. Carl Hu-beJohn, Leo, Paul and Francis Hu-bwere pail bearers.
Mrs. llir.-hi-y
haves a mother, Mrs.
Maltha McGregor of Gilead, Neb.,
and two brothers, W. K. McGn-ito- r
of
south of tuwu and ( has. McGregor,
Gilead. Neb. and four sisters.
The

d,

i

PROGRESS CLUB
The members of the Progress club
held their first meeting: of the new
club year on Tuesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. E. R. Cussel.
was
Subject for the afternoon

Natural Purks.
Roll cull was answofed with "Won'
ders of the Grand Canyon.""
The club will meet with Mrs. J.
M. Dickley Tuesday, September 27th.
A true friend rccoirnizes your good
qualities provided there are any to
recognize.

Discovery of tea as a brew was
made by the Chinese In the year 2737

Mo-sh-

one-hn- lf
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Interests of Bank
and Depositors
Officers and directors of this hank recognize tlwt the interests of this hank and its depositors
are the same. When the resources of the patrons
and depositors of the hank increase the volume of
business increases. It is therefore wise and prudent
for the hank to assist the people of this vacinity to
increase their money and property.
To this end the most cordial relations

be-

tween the officers of this bank and its depositors are
encouraged. Any service that we can render is always cheerfully given in all financial matters.

of Clovia, New Mexico

J. I'.uykiii. Pres.

,1.

W. Wilkinson, Viee L'res.

A. W. Skarda, Cashier

Castro County will be held at
the fourth Sunduy, September
t Singing
25th.
Many singers are expected and a
Iragc crowd. We cordially invite all
singers from adjoining counties and
from a distance to be present with
Curry County
their special music and special pref
I'livt.-un-t
Hill, third Sunday in October. President, Jno. F. Taylor, erence will be given the mon the program.
Oovi.s N". M.
All are requested to be present
Plea-an- t
Hill will hold a special
promptly
at 10:00 o'clock.
singing September 18th at 2:H0, leadDim-mi-

Convention
Notes

i

PROOR.vM

er McCain announces.
Bailey and Parmer Counties, Tex
Bovina, first Sunday in October.
C. E. Dotson, Tcxico, N. M., president

School Days are
.ere

Song by Spring Lake cluss.
Song by Robert Gollchon family.
Song by Jeanette Taylor.
Special arranged song by Geo. Webb,
Quartette by Messrs. and Misses Taylors.
Talk by Prof. Jno. F. Taylor as to
the progress of the Great Plateau
Singing Convention.
Song by Aveny Class.
Two songs by Mr. Brownlce.
Quartettes, quintettes, octettes and
solos all in order.
S. J. Taylor, president of the convention will give a short talk on the
importance of teaching the children
early to sing.
We promise to make the day an
interesting one.
All come with well filled baskets.
Committee,
Waglcy,
Wimberlcy,
Taylor.
NO

O. B.

Jernigan

A registered optometrist is in charge of this department and we have the very latest equipment
for doing optical work.

"Ori

LONGER APPROPRIATE

An Indiun named
of
Nothing married a white woman in
Montana not long ago, and in one
week after the wedding he applied to
his tribe to have his name changed.
Boston Transcript.
Man-Afra-

Opening song by Vice President Robert Gollchon.
Prayer.
Two songs by W. S. Dixon.
Cattro County, Texas
Dimmit, fourth Sunday in Soptom ' Two songs by Carlo Reynolds.
?fr. J. S Taylor, Happy, Texas,' Two songs by William Wimhciley,
president.
Nos. r!) and ISO.
Two songs by Elmo Hell.
NOTICE TO ALL SINGERS
Two songs by Joe Gollchon.
AND LOVERS OF SONG Address of welcome by Mr. Cotisert.
Ih- - fourth singing convention of No. ."!!) by Aubrey Wimberlcy.

has

Are you satiscommenced.
fied with the work your child did last year? Many
backward pupils have their school progress retarded
on account of had eyes. IJring your child in now,
and have its eyes examined. We will tell you frankly if glasses arc needed.
Sshool.

Ola Kimbell.

Farmers State Bank
,

Two songs by Irwin Tnylor.
Song by Raynoldg family.
Two songs by 0. H. Dixon.
Sunnyside Class.
t'leo Class led by Elmer Dixon.
Song by C H. Webb family.
Talk on vocal music by Osoar Ayers.
Song by president.
Dinner, 12:30
(Everybody gut acquainted)
Afternoon Session, 2:30 O'clock.
Song No. 205 led by Geo. Webb.
Song by Ollie Dixon.
Two songs by P. A. Hogan.
Report of secretary, Mrs. Robert Gollchon.
Two songs by Lawrence Taylor.
Two songs by Robert Gollchon.
Song by Taylor Family.
Song by Claud Maudlin.
Duet by Noel and Nola Gollchon.
Song by Oscar Ayers.
Two songs by J. H. Waglcy.
Song by Mabel Taylor.
Song by Mrs. Scott of Hart.
Song by John Turner.
Duett by Mrs. J. R. Harris and Miss

mi

n r
w

.2V
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1(2 N. MAIN ST.

No matter what may be accomplished by the Washington conference, the American housewife will
never be disarmed. The broomstick
is a fixture in every home.

1

CLOVIS.N.MEXJ,1;
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NOTICE OF SUIT

.Hard;ware

()

'titfl-OHt-

In conducting our hardware store we endeavor

i

to make it more than

just

a place to

buy something.

We endeavor to handle our busbies not alone on a

basis of profit to the business but also on SERVICE
AND SATISFACTION to our customers, hence tin?
motto of our store:

n

i

!

"YOUR MONEY EACK IF YOU WANT IT"
We are

putting special stress

on

our plumbing

department now. We have competent workmen and
can handle your work in this line in a satisfactory

CD

manner.

Roberts-Dearbor-

Hardware

ne

Company
Your Money Back

If

You Want It

B

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

e

!

J

Clovis, N. Mex.

''7"

-

j

.C'caii
Phone 221

UMBER

('l).

ervice

&

In the District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
R. M. Jones, Plaintiff, vs. Isaac
Christian, Mnssie M. Christ inn,
Kala Buekcy, Joseph K. Walton, the
unknown heirs of any deceased per-(- )
son and the unknown claimants of
in the premises adverse lo
Qv
IS NOT ALL WE SELL
Withe plaintiff, Defendants. No. 1852.
To the defendants, Isaac D. ChrisWe believe in service and that is one big featian, Mossie M. Christian, Kula Buek-eture of our business.
Joseph E. Walton, the unknown
heirs of i.ny deceased person and the
unknown claimants of interests in the
We will be glad to help you in the planning of
premises adverse to the plaintiff, in
your home, furnish you complete plans if necessary,
the above suit.
give you an estimate on the cost of the material,
You will take notice that a suit
has been filed against you Bnd is now
frankly tell you the best kinds to use, the best or tho
pending in the District Court f the
cheapest and fit the plans to your pockefbook. We
Ninth Judicial District, in and for
Curry County, New Mexico, in which
will help you in securing workmen and advise you
R. M. Jones is plaintiff and Isaac D.
honestly as to the various materials reduced.
Christian, Mossie M. Christian, Eala
Service and price are essential.
Buekcy, Joreph E. Walton, the unknown heirs of any deceased person
LET US HELP YOU
and the unknown claimants of interests in the premises adverse to the
plaintiff, are defendants, and numbered 1N52 on the docket of said
court.
Telephone 23
ciovis, New Mexico
You are further notified that the
general objects of Ra!d suit are as
follows: To procure a judgment of
the saiil court finding and dcclat.ng
plaintiff to be the owner in fee simple
LANE & SONS GRAIN CO
jnf the following real estate,
((jj) the South Half of the Northeast Qui.r-g?- )
Implements, Coal and Grain '
In Town
ter of Section Twenty-fivship Three North of Range Thirty-on- e
Our Motto:
East of the New Mexico Meridian
in Curry County, New Mexico; and
rice is The Tiling"
for a further order of the Court corSee Us Before You Sell
recting, approving and confirming
certain tax deed conveying said land
S. W. LANE, Manager
to plaintiff and nil proceedings had
and done in connection therewith
and for a further order and judgment
of the court establishing plaintiff's 1021, judgment will be rendered
AND WHAT GOOD
DOES IT DO?
estate and title in fee simple in and against you in said cause by
default.
to the rcnl property above mentioned and the plaintiff will apply to
the
v"
against the adverse claims of de- court for the relief sought in
" 1
J"st who WII,U' ilthe com- fendants, and hairing and forever plaint herein.
''""'"nument con- nnyl,I0W'
',8,
""'y
estopping defendants from having or
"''nble, should
W. A Havener is ,ttorney
for bear in mind the significant
claiming any right or title to the
fact that
,lmt,ff ami h.s post .rf.ee and a column 20 ,
premises above mentioned adverse to
busmcss address .8 ( lov,s, New Mcx-- j 0 days and nighls-tvs the plaintiff, and forever quieting
hat
would bo
ithl' P,-i'l- '
of tho dead that fell in
()jnnd setting at rest plaintiff's title In
witness whereof I have hereun- - the great war on the side of tho
(1 thereto; and (or an order finding
that Knln Ruckoy, defendant, an I to set my hund and affixed the seal of allies."
Mrs.' Ella Buckley, mentioned in said said court this 6th day of September,
Th'' Uht f"r """"'mury between
tax deed, one and tho same person 1921.
DANIEL BOONE
thp ,. Mnd the KWOn) jg
and the true name to be Eala Buckey (SEAL)
t Bp im
County Clerk. The BWOrd ,
fcM You are further notified that (f ,
,n
,nn(rpp
t
In
t.
n.wl
4L.
yod fail to appear rr plead in this
"l,P'"a"tca
Try a Classified Ad for results.'by the typewriter
on or before November 15,
i

a

ud

SECOND SECTION

Oldest Established Facer in Curry County
VOL 15, NUMBER 12.

:hj
bluing iw jiiiu

-
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.......
n e jr ,v to prove these things they are mat
reters of common knowledge. The
pay off the railroad claims and
fund the Government's claims with- couniry is still paying war taxes, al
most three years after the signing of
out legislative authority.

President Harding's
Letter Criticised

JIUIICU

Bassford
(Special News Correspondent
Washington D. C, Sept 12. The
usually amiable gentlemen in the
White House has written a letter to
Ser.r.ior Medill McCrrmick in which
he ruthlessly assails the Democrats
for the tremenduous expense of conducting the Government at the pres-n- t
time. The president evidently
feels that the Illinois Senator, who
has boon spending a number of week
in Europe while the country gasped
relief at the hands of Congress,
la In need of some irformuticn as to
the state of affairs at home.
The president at some length congratulates tho country on the great
amount of good legislation passed by
the Republican Congress in the six
month that have elapsed since it began to function. Ho apologizes for
the fact that none of the three big
things has been done that the President and the country expected Con-gross to do. The tariff bill has, not
hoen enacted, the tax reduction has
not been paused in fact, the Senate
Committee on Finunce Is juHt beginning; to tear the House Bill to pieces
in order to
it. After the
it tho
Senate Committee
Senate gi ts a chance to tear it to
pieces, then it goes back to the House
and that body may, by that time, be
In the humor to do a little
of its own. The President even alludes to his hope that Congrers may,
after the recess, pass the railroad
funding bill. According to the daily
press, he is not, however, depending
entirely on that chance, for he is re- By Wallace

fr
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I
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In assuiling the Democrats for the
present high cost of government, the
President has amazed Washingtonians
by laying himself open to severe criticism. Certainly the President cannot
have forgotten, even if hu thinks the
country has, thnt all of the power
over appropriations has been held by
the Republicans themselves for two
years, six months and sixteen days
from the date of this article. They
have had the sole power, which the
Constitution gives to Congress ulone,
to levy taxes and appropriate the
sums secured from such taxation.
While Mr. Wilson was President for
two years of this time, Congress dur
ing those two years was Republican
in both branches, and Mr. Wilson and
the members of his cabinet could not
alter the rates of taxution or name
the objects upon which the tax should
be collected, and they could not ex
pend one penny of revenues without
the item having been provided for by
the Republican Congress. Everyone
knows that the appropriations of the
prevent fiscal year and of the last
fiscal year were made by Republican
Congresses; if they are excessive, let
the president lay the blame where it
belongs, on his own party. Leaving
out the special expenses necessary to
the conduct of the war, the general
expenses of the government have
been lurgcr under the appropriations
of the Republicans than under the
Democrats. And while the Republicans have absolutely controlled Con
gress for these thirty and
months, taxes have not been reduced
one single penny. It ia not necessary
one-ha-
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Official

School Amendment
Vigorously Opposed

the armistice, and those
ing proposals for reduction, none of
out, are
which have been carried
mainly in the Inte.vst of the W corporations and the millionaires, such
as Secretary Mellon himself, while
the pre posuls will actuully increase
the taxes of thousands of small corporations. The average income taxpayer is offered a sop in the way of
an increased exemption. No one
doubts thai; he needs it and a good
deal more.
Of couw the President merely
used Senator McCormick ns a peg on
which to hang a letter which was intended to draw public attention frcm
the she "terming of tho Republican
Congress, but it rather serves to re
mind the people that these faults cf
Congress are many and that they
cover a long period, and it r.lso reminds them that the senator has been
one, though only one of many, of
these legislators who accept the salary of the position while loafing on
the job.
ever-chan- g

The following resolution was sent,
to di- in the!
county. Tho signers of this resolu-- '
lion stand emphatically against the
amendment. If others in any of the
neighborhoods would like information
concerning the amendment, confer
with any of the undersigned.
"Be It resolved that it is the
opinion of the local bonrds of directors of Curry County that the proposed 'ten mill' amendment to be voted on September 20th, should be defeated, believing that Curry County
schools could run not more than six
months each year or that the valuation of our property would be ind
of its pres
creased at least
For either of these
ent valuation.
reasons, as well as others, the amendment should be defeated.
Una M. Steed, J. W. Thompson,
A. J. Conley, W. W. Hungato, E. C.
Huffman, County Board of Education; A. E. Ross, J. W. Young, J. A.
Goodson, Mrs. W. J. Vance, W. J.
Vance, J. A. Whitted, J. B. Roy, W.
H. Clark, Smith M. Tipkin, J. T.
Chandler, J. B. Purdue, J. D. Hopper,
J. Z. Isler, A. J. Kos, R. P. Fryar, J.
M. Gibbs, R. A. Arnspiger, E. Wither-spooV. T. Echols, M. A. Johnson,
Oscar McGrudcr, C.E.Newbill, Frank
Ritter, W. F. Ncwbill, J. T. Patton,
W. T. Saxton, Mrs. Ethil Ashley, A.
J. Pcnner, J. A. Hutchins. W. E. McGregor, S. S. Allcorn, G. M. Rierson,
C. E. Singleterry, Will Minims, S. W.
Brooks, Roscoe R. Smith.
by the county superintendent
rector of all school districts

one-thir-

FOOD SALE

The ludies of the Catholic church
at Barry Hdw.
Company's store, Saturday, September 1 7th. A variety of home cooked
foods will be on sale about 10 o'clock.
will hold a food sale

By accusing other people of lying
a man often puts himself in the same
class.

The strong minded woman invari- attention, including
her husband.
blv commands

News Want

Ads

Bring

Results.

!9

TAILORED AT FASHION PARK

$2.00 PER YEA

SIXTEEN PACES
ROBERTS TO RETIRE
FROM SUPREME COURT

WHY KAFFIRS HOLD
IMPORTANT PLACE IN
FARM DIVERSIFICATION

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12. GovOften in their enthusiasm, optiernor Merritt C. Mechem announced
resigfriends of the Panhnntlle-Plain- s
mistic
had
received
the
today that he
country will Btate that this is
nation of Judge Clarence J. Roberts,
chief justice of the Supreme Court of destined to be the greatest wheat
New Mexico, and that at Judga Rob producing area in the United States.
ert's urgent insistence, had accepted This may be true, and in fact all of
us so believe, but at that ve cannot
it, to take effect on November 1.
to overlook the fact thnt the
afford
anAt the same time the Governor
'ion. kaffirs also have a place of importnounced the appointment
Stephen I). Davis of Las Vegas to fill ance in the farm scheme, and that.
the vacancy. Mr. Davis lias accepted nround the grain sorghums hinge
the appointment which will hold for many of the greatest possibilities ef
one yjar, or until the next general this territory.
How enn it be sBid thnt the knffirs
election, in November, 1922, when
the element of the country's
involve
elec
must
by
vacancy
the
be filled
greatness? In this that they are the
tion
feed crop of the plnins area. On the
The resignation of Judge Roberts
grain sorghums the milk producing
was not unexpected among his close
cow, the meat producing hog and the
friends, who have known for some
egg producing hen are fed most eco
time of his desire to retire from the
nomically and profitably. Wheat is
in
to
prac
private
enter
bench
order
a cash crop, wheat is an important
tice. It is his purpose to take up
crop, wheat is a crop that may be
the practice of law in Las Vegas.
grown with less labor than any other
Elected to Court in 1911.
item
, but if adopted as a
Judge Roberts came to New Mex- for the farms of this territory,
Colo., penalty will be invited that will b
ico in 1900 from Trinidad,
where he had been engaged in prac- avoided if there is a scheme of ditice with Judge Jesse Northcult one versification.
Amarillo News.
of the prominent lawers of Colorado.
NOTICE
Judge Roberts settled in Raton where
he practiced lay until the appoint
The laws of New Mexico provide
ment which placed him upon the terriany qualified elector, unavoidthan
Vegas
in
Las
where he
torial bench
succeeded the late Judge Mills. He ably absent from his home precinct
fifwas a member of the constitutional oe election day, and more than
precinct,
such
from
miles
distant
teen
convention from Colfax county and
served one term in the lower houso of may vote in any precinct or election
prothe territorial legislature. Judge Rob district or ward in the state,
offierts was elected a member of the vided he presents to the election
state supreme court at the first state cers at the polling place at which he
the
in offers to vote, a certificate from
election in 1911 and was
1916.
There remained some three board of registration of his home preyears of his present term. He is a cinct showing that he is duly qualinative of Indiana and a Republican in fied to vote in such home precinct,
and such elector is further required
politics.
to make affidavit that he is a qualiDavit's Appointment Approved,
fied voter in the State of New MexThe legal profession throughout ico and is registered in his home pre
N'ew Mexico was expected by lawyers
cinct and Is unavoidably absent from
here to give cordial commendation to such home precinct.
the select ion of Stephen B. Davis to
A supply of blanks has been profill the vacancy caused by Judge Rob
cured by the Democratic Central
ert's retirement. Mr. Davis has been Committee, and if you will call at
in gvnerul practice and in various
their headquarters In the front part
official legal positions in New Mexico of the Hudson-Essegarage on North
since 1898 when he came to the state
New
Mexico,
Main Street, Clovis,
from his home In Connecticut. He is a they will gladly assist any voter in
graduate of Wesliun university and
procuring such certificate, and will
of the Yule la wcollege. He has es- furnish him with a blank affidavit
tablished an important law practice to be used on election day.
during recent years, since he ended
Any voter whose duties may take
his career in the public service.
him away from his home precinct on
Beginning with his election as city election day should procure a cerattorney of Las Vegas In 1901 Mr. tificate in advance. The fjict that
Davis has been successively district a voter has procured such certificate
attorney of the Las Vega district for will not prevent his voting in his
three terms under the territorial gov home precinct provided he is in such
crnment, assistant United States at home precinct on election day, and
torney and United States attorney has not already voted elsewhere.
for the New Mexico district, under
appointment by President Taft. He
CARD OF THANKS
was a member of the constitutional
We wish to thank our friends and
One of his important
convention.
contributions to the public service of neighbors for their loving kindness
the state was his compilation of the and beautiful floral offerings dur
laws of New Mexico code of 1915, ing the sickness and death of our dear
which was performed by h'.m in col- wife and daughter.
Mr. U. B. Crawford,
laboration with Governor Mechem,
' Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Smith,
who was then n district judge. Mr.
and Family.
Davis is married and has a family of
three children.
The fellow with u grouch is the
WOMAN'S CLUB
most generous of nil men. lie forces
it upon you whether you want it or
oman s Club held its not.
The Clovis
seaopening meeting of the 1921-2ll
son at the home of Mrs. G. M.
Tuesday. The house was beautifully decorated with flowers and
members includ OUR REGULAR PRICES
ferns. Twenty-seveing two new members, Mrs. W. D
Dry Suit Meat, per lb
21c
Hartley and Miss Ethel Henderson,
Smoked Bacon, per lb
28c
The club study for
were present.
lb
Bacon,
per
Breakfast
42c
B.
this year is "New Mexico." Mrs. L.
28c
Johnson had charge of the program 35c Cocoa
for the afternoon and gnve an in IIOc glass pure fruit preserves .26c
troductory talk on "Now Mexico, the 2.1c glass jelly
19c
land of delight." Mrs. K. C. Childera 45c glass jar peanut butter
38c
gave a very able talk on the early 20 glass jar peanut butter
16c
explorers of New Mexico. Mrs. L. B. 15c Hytone Ink tablets
Oflc
Johnson gave a most instructive talk 10c school tablets
03c
Mrs. 5c school tablets
on the Great Pueblo Rebellion.
0;
.
J. V. Rico rend a very interesting 5c pencils
0'
..
paper on the Inscription Rock. The
1
Bars Waltke's Naptha
proirrnm was enjoyed by all present.
lUBaarChrystal
White
A dUciotis one course
lunch
waf
served by the club. On Friday evenWOODS & HAWKINS
ing. September 2"rd, at 7:".0, the club
will entertain the teachers of the CloGROCETERIA
vis schools at the hiirh pchnol building,
We Sell for Leu
and on Tuesday, September 27th 2 Doors North of Chamber of ('ursthey will give a one o'clock luncheon
ine ice
complimentary to the Portales Woman's Club at the home of Mrs. Anna
Janes, 405 North Wallace.
one-cro- p
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YOU CAN WEAR A SOFT
COAT WITH DISTINCTION

2

Hock-enhu-

n

Till', TV ROLE TYPE OF GARMENT TAILORED AT FASHION
PARK CAN HE H'ORN WITH THE LAPELS ROLLED
IF ONE PREFERS IT CAN BE BUTTONED IN A MANNER WHICH
HACK,

GIVES AN AGREEABLE MEASURE OF DISTINCTION
i'

FORTY-EW- E

DOLLARS
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CAMERON

Cement Walks are
Not Expensive

NEWS

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

The Board of Directors of the
Jim Pattison delivered a truck
Chamber of Commerce met in their
load of wheat to Clovis Tuesday.
Islcr purchased property on regular session on Tuesday morning.
J.
North Wallace St. in Clovia Tuesday,
Prcsiden Luikart, before beginning
and will move In the near future.
the regular business of the meeting,
Mrs. M. F. Morrison made a bus- briefly reviewed the accomplishments
iness trip to Clovis Tuesday,
of the Chamber of Commerce during
Walter Dunn took wheat to Clovis the past three months. He called atMonday.
tention to the part that the Chamber
Harold and Flo Cameron have been of Commerce had played in the
at Clovis the past week. Their sis- Fourth of July celebration and statter, Nuthana is improving at the ed that the City Council in complianBaptist hospital there.
ce. with the request of the Chamber
J. D. Cameron is freighting grain of Commerce, had appointed a health
from J. A. Conway's place at l'laii., office and that as a result very little
to Clovis.
sickness from typhoid fever and other
11. L. Coughran and F. B. Scott are summer diseases had
resulted; that
building large barns this week.
the Chamber of Commerce had seWill Brown bought property on cured employment for 185 men and
North Axtel St., in Clovis and moved had placed the moat of these with
his family there Monday, that
of the county in conthe
may attend school there.
nection with their wheat harvest and
J. A. Nichols took two wagon loads that a better feeling has resulted beof bundle feed to Clovis the last of! tween Clovis and the farmers of thn
the week.
county; that the Municipal Affal
E. H. Jones and Ed W. Leach be-- Committee had been active and he
gan work on the consolidated school thought that better service had re........ .. m..;. if.,.,
1...M.1:
sulted; that a municipal camping
day.
ground was under way and would
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Chapman and probably be completed next spring as
Clyde Islcr were shopping ut Clovis the city has purchased grounds for
Monday.
that purpose; that the Chamber of
Rev. Garrett conducted his regular' Commerce had been one of the large
preaching services at the home of factors in securing the new freight
Mrs. Dunn Sunday p. m.
rates that ell'eeted Clovis and that
Ewing Bros, are building a house the Grady Road had been dragged,
building.
sand removed and the road kept open
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Moore visited! w ith the vi suit that a great deal more
at Mis. Dunn's hist week and returned grain had come to Clovis and the
farmers had had a better anil a shortto Tunimcuri.
Kiv. A. W. Cameron Is conducting er road over which, to, market their
grain products.
a meeting lit New Hope, this week.
Mr. Luikart closed his remarks by
Marion Turner returned Saturday
saying
that hereafter the metings
from a trip to Ft. Sumner where he'
would begin promptly i:t nine o'clock
tiled on a section of land.
close at ten as he felt that one
John Sharp sold his 010 acre farm and
was sufficient time in which to
at BueliHiian last week to John D. hour
transact the business of the Directors
Evans of Eustace, Texas, who was
if they would act promptly.
hero visiting the Islers.
The secretary was instructed to
Mrs. Rrite from Tennessee, is here
with the I'uir Committe about
confer
visiting her brother, John Gurbcr. Mr.
from Curry County for
exhibit
the
Gerber and his sister are both very
Fair at Amarillo on
.the
be
to
age
of
active
the
they are. She'
1:1, 14 and IS.
October
12.
being (if and he 72. They walked,
reported that a
The
from Frost brothers' home to Jusie
from Las Vegas would pass
Civchilins' Thursday, stopping at
through Clnvis on Tuesday evening
Mrs. Forsthotfers for a call.
the hnt(itninment
John Nichols soil his interest on. and on motion,
to was empowered to meet
Commit
.1.
L. Hninmons
the Erwin place to
this delegation and entertain them in
last week.
anv manner seen fit.
Earl Harrell ami l.eo and J. C.
Woods freighter wheat to Clovis the NOTICE OF COMMISlast of the week with teams.
SIONER'S SALE

The Quality of

SC.

We charge only 25c per square
foot, making the cost in front of a
10ft. residence lot about $30.00.
and
and we will
make you a special price.
Got your neighbors together

luild

a block

at

once

The City announces that, it is now
In position to connect up with the

necessary crossings.

R. F. CHAMBERS
1002

North Merriwethcr
P. O. Box 201

SUNLIGHT FLOUR

!

Is a guarantee of its strengthening
properties. It's THE best. It's
MADE at home. Isn't that enough?

We Want Your Grain

1

Real Service!
now feeding more
than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There il a
reason for this. We are Riving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.
We are

people

le

OPEN ALL NIGHT
We hav,e adopted " new policy of keeping our

restaurant

open all night.

This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are In getting In
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

e

El

dele-gatio- n

scci-tear-

Ogg&Boss Cafe
Open All Night

Clovis Marble Works

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.
' IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT
Clovis, New Mexico

NOTICE OF PENDING

SUIT

take judgment aguinst you by default.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
You are further notified that plainThe State of New Mexico to II . W.
tiff 's attorneys are Hall & McGhe,
lienartment of the Interior, U. S.
Jams, Defendant, Greeting:
whose postoffice and business address I.a.ul Office at I" it Sumner, N. M.,
You are hereby notified that a suit
is Clovis, New Mexico.
on Nov. 0, liilS, made homestead
has been instituted in the District
(SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE
August
30, 1921.
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
County Clerk
.4 te
Net ice is h' l'eliy piv.'ti that Benjabeing No. 184u on tho docket of said
min F. Beueh, of drier, N. M., who,
court, wherein Blackwuter Valley
entry No. niS419, for SWtf, Section
State Bank, a coiporation, is plaintiff
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
10, Township 3, North, Range 34
said
W.
you,
H.
Jarvis and
and
the
N. M. P. .Meridian, has filed
Fust,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Chas. W. Brown are defendants; that
of intention to make final
the objects of said suit are to pro Land Office at Fort Sumner, X, M., notice
three
proof to es'.i.blish claim to
yeiir
August
25, 1921.
cure judgment against the said Chas.
hind above described before C.
Notice is hereby given that John J.
W. Brown for the principal sum of
A. Si liiHir ch, C S. Commissioner, in
$778.10 with interest on said amount Willett, of Clovis, N. M., who on
his
office at Clovis, N. M., on the
from August 10, 1921, until paid at 'April 22, 1910, made Add. H. E. No.
12th day of October, 1921.
the rate of 10 per annum, and 10'; 014009 for NWi4SEV, Sec. 12 and
Claimant nanus as witnesses:
additional on said amount of princi- Add. II. E. 018571 on Sept. 21, 1920,1
Hurch I.. Patton, John H. Miller.
pal and interest as attorney fees; to for lots 1 and 2 E'-- i NW'U XE'.i.j
Vernon
Tate and Fred Rush all ot
3.1
Range
1,
18,
Township
Sec.
North,
foreclose a chattel mortgage given by
Grier, N. M.
said Chas. V. Brown on June 11, E., N, M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
--Hp
W. It. McGll.I., Register.
1021, to secure a note for said of intention to make final three yeari
amount, and to have that certain proof to establish claim to the laud Catarrhal
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
mortgage given to you by said Chas. above described before C. A. Scheu- - ly I'. ill
na they cannot tvaU
thlifti'tia.-iU.
in
'
his office
S. Commissioner,
iinrtiun nf Hi mr.
W. Brown on June 11, 1921, to se- rich,
niily tu lAiiy to vutf nilitri li.il 4'
Unit it by a
cure a note for $211,011, which said at Clovis, N. M., on the Gth day of
tiititnnnn.il mi.rijy.
CnurrtiHl
Is
Uy
uutiuB
An in- tin III. tl (iilulMInn nf tlx- li.wrijlli llilhitf of
mortgage was filed for record in October, 1921.
TlliUumiirhlHIl
Mlhr
II
ttli.ii
It
Claimant names as witnesses:
Curry County, New Mexico, on June
lnllm- you have it run.lihi,ff imjnit r lm
ri.i l h iitiiin, nun
u
i'Tiiip iy
David Reeves, A. B. Douglns, John' ri"n.l,
15, 1021, and covering the same propii'n. m la
Pin't rn!"M thf
r .lu
:ind thia tubu
erty as covered in plaintiff's mort-grg- Bridges, and D. Langford, all of Clo-- j
to ita nTni;i) mnift'.-tnritrh-rrv'ml
I"
y.
ii i,,rtT.
declared inferior and subject vis, N. M.,
:j da-- ir
ar!
d'liftH'a
rntntrrt. wliwh
rnial
XI.
W.
McGII.L,
Register.
nn ln:l;tn.tl rfitlU"fi
to the mortgage held by plaintiff.
if iU
mui'Miii
utrtrrh
m' thru
You are further notified that unlilodd n thv nairmii m'tii, g of til
nt
The writer who escapes criticwni j ft(
less you enter your appearance and
W'iflvi
'nr iiuTi,lr.l r.illart for
ny mr. vf rirrhnl if ft,,
'!):
plead herein on or before the Gth day is not a writer. He is just a
cannot
b rur-by Hntl'i Cnttirrh Mfrttrnf
Or-cu!ri it
of October, 1021, the plaintiff will
ah iTiuTKHift. ::,c,
V.
rtfKNCV tk ru. TPto. O.
111

i

111

p-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Notice is heieby given that under
and by virtue of the authority conDepartment of the Interior, U. S,
judg- by a certain
I.a;id Office at Fort Sumner, N. M., ferred mi nie
decree of the District Court
nnd
ment
August DO, 1021.
of furry County, New Mexico, ren
Notice is hereby given Hint Tlmn-n- s
dered Aueust 2!, 1021, in favor of
I am now prepared and am filling
M. Cooper, of Texico, N. M., who,
plaintiff and against defendant in the
on Nov. 12, 1017, mad.' homestead
W. O. W. Monument Contracts.
National Bank of,
entry No. 01"4"fl, for the SE'i Sec. ease of the First
Clovis, New Mexico, against H. S.
0, Township 3
8 nnd PV, Sec.
Hightower. case No. 3:C, for the
North, Range 37 Ei.r.t, N. M. P. Mesum of if 2,1 07.50, 'iiml for the
ridian, has filed notice of intention
i.f ii p. rliiiii flmtti'l nuirtirntfc
to make final three year proof to
by defendant, un for the
executed
WestGrand Avenue
establish claim to the land above do- sale of one Coleman tractor. No.
erib d, before C, A. Pelvuricii, U.
to sntiffy
llmmiluionll,.
S.
in his nffiee nt Ml'.i'l,
I will, on Thursday,
judgment,
said
Clovis, N. M. on the 12th day of
eo
1
SeDtember 20. 1021. at 2 o'clock p.
October, 1921.
o
m., at the Highway Garage in the
o
H
Claimant names as witnesses:
o
sr
city of Clovi, County and State
B
KempJoseph
Mines
Hn:ry
M.
C.
(A
n
sell the above described
er, George W. Hyde, Crunimel H. aforesaid,
tractor at public auction to the highDel.ozier, nil of Texico, N. M.
for cash in hand,
W. R. McGIIX, Register. est and best bidder
to satisfy said judgment nnd decree,
PILLS
CHICHESTER HRAKlk
Start your children right by seeing and the costs of suit and expense of
A
ymr
fof .
l.l
kk
they attend school from begin- sale.
tea Irrt lllanni
CMRr4V that
I'll) in k.4
IihI t.M imi.UicV
Dated nt Clovis, New Mexico, this
ning to end of the term. You owe
Ml i!el wife Hlut Ultima. V
them a good education and they can August 20th, 1021.
lUaIND IIUANU PJLLft, ft M get it
W. H. SULLIVAN,
if you will see that they are in
m known tt tint, Siftrt. AUiti It eiu: la
Special Commissioner.
school.
SOlDBmiOGISISEVtRIMPl

MARBLE AND
GRANITE WORK
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J. DWIGHT
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'em with P. A.!

Servant of our Patrons
Our business is conducted on the principle that
the depositors of this bank have first claim upon it
as borrowers.

thing you do next
some makin's
papers and some Prince
Albert tobacco and puff away
on a home made cigarette
that will hit on all your
smoke cylinders!

FIRST get
(D

m
m

fa

You'll enjoy the
sport of rolling

I

S

Prlnti Albtrt ft lotj

in tmppy raaf bmgt,
tidy
tint, hmnd-aMunaf mnd hmll

rd

pnnm tin humidort
na
in th
pound
tryitmt glmtt iumi.

lor with

apnf
lap.

mitcnar

No use sitting-b- y
and saying maybe you'll cash this
hunch tomorrow. Do it while
the going's good, for
man-o-ma-

m

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
"THE FARMERS FRIEND"
1916 Original Faid Capital
$25,000.00
Un1921 Present Capital, Surplus and
divided Profits
$65,407.75

f

Q

well, the only
way to get the words emphatic enough is to go to it
and know yourself!
ss

TMl
Copyrijht 1921
fcy R. J. Rirnoldt
Wln.ton-Salei-

N.C.

n,

you can't figure out
whatyou'repassingby! Such
flavor, such coolness, such
more-ish-ne-

Tobncco Co.

O

!

Th-r-

i

And, besides Prince

Albert's delightful flavor,
there's its freedom from bite

and parch which is cut out by
our exclusive patented process! Certainly
you smoke
P. A. from sun up till you
slip between the sheets without a comeback.
Prince Albert is the tobacco that revolutionized pipe
smoking. If you never could
smoke a pipe
forget it!
You can AND YOU WILL
if you use Prince Albert
for packing! It's a smoke
revelation in a jimmy pipe
or a cigarette!

si A

rnv
mm

the national joy tmofe

o

THK CL0V1S NEWS, THURSDAY,
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
Whereas, it is provided in Chapter
XXXII, Article II, Section IS, New
Mexico Statutes Annotated, Codification, 1915, that the County Commissioners of each county shall, ten days
before the election, by public proclamation and by publication in each of
the two leading newspapers published in such county, give public notice
of the object of the election, the offices to be voted for, the names of
candidates for each of said offices as
the same aro on file in the office of
the County Clerk and the post office
address of each of said candidates
and the place where said election is
to be held in each precinct in said
county and where there are in such
counties daily newspapers published,
such notice shall be Inserted in daily
newspapers six times prior to the
day when the, election is to be held,
but when there is no daily newspaper
published in Buch county, such notice
mav be inserted in a weekly news
paper, and where the same is inserted
in a weekly newspaper, the same shall
be inserted therein in two issues
thereof prior to the day when such
election is to be held.
Now Therefore, We, the Board of
County Commissioners of Curry
County, New Mexico, pursuant to
said provision of law and the authority vested in us; do hereby proclaim
and order an election to be held in
Cum County, New Mexico, Tuesday,
the 20th dav of September, A. D.
1921.
We

further proclaim that at said
election the qualified electors of Cur
ry County shall vote for one United
States Senator and upon the Fro
posed Constitutional Amendments to
the State Constitution, numbered One
to Eleven inclusive, and being pro
posed in the following maimer,
"Proposed Constitutional Amend
ment Number One Joint Resolution
Providing for the Amendment of Sec
tlon 2 of Article VII of the Constitu
tion of the State of New Mexico."
"Proposed Constitutional Amend
ment Number Two. A Resolution
Proposing an Amendment to Section
22 of Article II of the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico."
"Promised Ctnstitutional Amend
ment No. Three, A Joint Resolution
Proposing a nAmendment t.i Section
1 of Article V of the Constitution of
the State of New Mexico, Entitled
Executive Department.' "
"Proposed Constitutional Amendment Number Four, A Joint
Proposing an Amendment to
Section 5 of Article VIII of the Constitution of the State of New Mexico,
entitled 'Taxation and Revenue.' "
"Proposed Constitutional Amendment Number Five, House Joint Resolution, Proposing a,i Amendment to
Article XI of the State of New Mexico, entitled 'Corporations Other than
Municipal' by adding thereto a new
Section to be numbered Section 19."
"Proposed Constitutional Amendment No. 0, Joint Resolution pre posing the Amendment of Section S, Article XX, and Section !, Article IV,
of the Constitution of the Str.te of
New Mexico."
"Proposed Constitutional Amendment No. 7, Joint Resolution Proposing an Amendment to Article XIII of
the Constitution of the State of
entitled 'Public Lands.' "
"Proposed Constitutional Amend
ment No. 8, n Joint Resolution proposing an Amendment to Section 2,
of Article VIII of the Constitution of
the State of New Mexico."
"Promised Constitutional Amend
ment No. 9, Joint Resolution propoa
ing an Amendment of Section 12 o
Article IX of the Constitution of the
State of New Mexico, entitled 'Stnte,
County and Municipal Indebtedness."
"Proposed Constitutional Amendment No. 10, Joint Resolution Proposing nn Amendment to Section 2
Reno-lutio- n

New

Mexico

name of the candidate upon the Re
publican Ticket submitted at said
election together with his respective
post office address on file in the
office of the County Clerk of said
county, is as follows:
Republican Ticket:
For United States Senator
Holm
0. Bursum, Socorro, New
Mexico
We do

further proclaim that the

name of the candidate upon the Indo
pendent Ticket submitted at said clec- tion together witn nis respective post
office address on file in the office of
tne lounty ueiK 01 sniu voumy is
i
as follows:
Independent Ticket:
For United States Snutor
Thos, S. Smith, Estancia, New Mexico.
We do further proclaim that the
places where said election shall be
held in each precinct in said Cucy
County, shall be as follows:
Trecinct No. 1, A. Elks Auditorium, Clovis, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 1, B. Lone Star
Lumber Co., Clovis, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 2 Landers' office,
Texico, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 3 Church building,
Blacktower, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 4 Store building,
St. Vrain, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 5 Old Bunk Building, Melrose, New Mexico.
building,
Precinct No.
Fields, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 7 Stnnfield Store,
Grady, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 8 Store building,
Hollenc, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 9, A. Chamber of
Commerce building, Clovis, New Mexico.

Precinct No. 9, B. Building .200
W. Hugerman Ave., Clovis, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 10. Claud Store,
Claud, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 11 Store building,
Bellview, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 12 Boney school,
Roney, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 13 Shiloh school.
Precinct No. 14 Store, Havener,
New Mexico.
Given under our hand and seal this
5th day of September, A. D. 1921.
John D. Fleming,
John A. LnRue,
' John W. Manning,
Commissioners.
(SEAL)
Attest:
Daniel Boone, Clerk.
Ads Bring
Telephone us 97

Results.

News Want
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Regular Meeting
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at 8; 00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing In
this jurisdiction are invited.
P. A. LaShier, Recorder. 4

4

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
i

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON 3R0S.

ail

PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
-

further proclaim that the

i444....t.t-FOR 13 YEARS

Day Phone
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of Article X of the Constitution of
the State of New Mexico, entitled
'County and Municipal Corporations.' "
"Proposed Constitutional Amendment No. 11, A Joint Resolution Providing for an Amendment to the Constitution of the State of New Mexico
by adding thereto another section to
Article IX, the same to be numbered
16."
We do further proclaim that the
name of the candidate upon the democratic ticket submitted at said election together with his respective post
office address on file in the office of
County Clerk of said County, is as
follows:
Democratic Ticket:
For United States Senator
Richard H. Hanna, Albuquerque,
We do

Night Phone 235
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Pleasant Hill school opened Sep-- !
tember 12th with a fine enrollment.
rintr fur u fine
Pl.iiitinnt Will ia
high school.
Emery Colwell left Monday to
the State University at Albu
querque.
I)e
Misses Madie Rays, Viv'un
Lozier and Fay Clark are attending
the Clovis high school,
Mr. Harry Hungate went to Plain-vieSaturday.
Wonder what is so
attractive at TlainvlewT
Alice and Thelma Hyde are attending Clovis school.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McCain wore
visitors at Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Barnes
Sunday.
Miss Fay Porter was visiting Miss
Marie Clurk Sunday.
Mr. Bnd Mrs. G. W. Hyde were
visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. H. DcLozier
Sunday evening.
Mr. C. M. Page made a business
trip to Clovis Thursday.
Mr. Thompson and two daughters
of Wagoner, Okln., passed through
here Thursday going to Roswell.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Colwell, Mr.
and Mrs. W.. W. Hungate, and Mr.
an(J Mr. R R Hungate visited at
thu home of Mr ml Ml8 c. H. De- Ll)2i., Sunday.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CLOVIS
"THE PEOPLE'S BANK"
Capital and Surplus

t
X
X

I
X
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Every man, woman nnd child should have a Ranking Home.
"When you do business with a real hank you arc entitled to every
courtesy and accommodation it can consistently grant. We
believe that anyone should he careful in making their selection
and should bear the following things in mind STRENGTH,
WILLINGNESS, ABILITY, and the iast reputation of a bank
for taking care of its customers and promoting the welfare of the

Miss Carrie Bell was a pleasant
guest of Miss Madge Kays Wednesday,
Mrs. G. W. Hyde moved to Clovis
Monday.

community. We try to give everyone a" SQUARE I)EAL"and run
our bank on the policy of "The most good to the most people."

If you're

Bright-Eye-

not a customer now, won't you give us a

THE DAIRY SECTIONS
ARE ALWAYS PROSPEROUS
Recent Investigations disclose the
fact that those sections of the country
where the dairy interests are prominent have suffered least from business depression during the past, eighteen months. Wisconsin, because of
its vast duirying interests, is the most
prosperous agricultural state in the
union. In that state more than 75
per cent of the farmers produce their
own butter, milk, eggs, poultry, small
fruits and vegetables and have their
weekly and monthly pay checks from
a vast surplus product from their fine
dairy herds. Their soils have been
enriched from year to year until a
farm of forty acres produces a large
revenue even though the season is
short and tho winters long and cold.
Grundy county, Iown, is said to be
one of the richest agricultural counties in the btatc. The soil is black
For years most of the
and deep.
farmers in Grundy have devoted their
attention to the growing of corn and,
outs and the breeding of hogs. Business depression came and these farmers found that the bottom had dropped out of the purebred hog business
and corn and oats hardly brought the
In a way they
cost of production.
found themselves as bard pressed as
the one crop farmer of the south.
Over in one corner of the county
duirying was started several years
ugo. In one township there are three
creameries nnd two cheese factories.
Hard times never crossed the border
of that township. The dairy farmers are of necessity diveinifiers. They
have their weekly checks and produce
the food, the butter, milk, nnd poulof that
try that other farmera
section must buy. No stronger or
more apt illustration of the value of
dairying can be found in the United
States, according to those who arc
familiar with the situation.
The value of milk and milk products us a food for man is just beginFor ninny
ning to be appreciated.
years it was thought that milk was
good for children only, but now it has
been demonstrated that milk and milk
products are among the mokt essential foods for the nininteminco of
good health and th" development of
muscle and brain. As a fo id, dairy
products nro rapidly taking precedence over nil other foods. The demand
for this food is on the increase. It
will increase from year to year far
beyond th! proportionate increase in
population.
No industry has brighter prospects,
but to take advantage of the situation
the Industry must be dev.luped in
communities where the best nnimi.ls
may bs obtained, the best secured,
maintained nnd the best cooperative
marketing methods employed. Farm
and Ranch.

$125,000.00

trial ?
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The "Old" First National Bank
I

t
said court has set the 7th day of NoTAKING A CHANCE
HOME TOWN GOSSIP
vember, 1921, at the hour of 10
A doctor has operated on a lud's
Junior was in the habit of coming
o'clock A. M., at the court room of!
said court in Clovis, Curry County, to the table with dirty face and, of bead to make, him a better boy. A
New Mexico, as the day, time and course, had to be sent nwuv to wush.'g0d ntuny of us have a distinct re- '
place for hearing proof of and on said
One time his mother, nearlv losirnr collection that our fathers operated
Last Will and Testament.
patience, said, "Junior, why do you in a different place to make better
Therefore any person or persons persist in coming to the table without boys of us. Hardy (C!a.) Herald.
wishing to enter objections to the washing. Vou know I always send
probating of said Last Will and you away."

Testament are hereby notified to file
their objections in the office of the
county clerk of Curry County, New
Mexico, on or beforo the time set for
said hearing.
Done at Clovis, New Mexico, this
Gth flay of September, 1021.
Daniel Boone,
County Clerk.

"Well,"

mi id

you forgot."

Junior meekly,
Exchange.

We do not blame the Young Thing
for giggling. If she doesn't giggle
before she gets married, she'll never
get to giggle.

Miihpv hick without quetnon
If HUNT S GU AR ANTKKU
SKIN DISKASK RKMKUIKS.
Otunt'n Salve and SoapMail in I
Ihr trrMmrnt ol Itch, Kciema,
Uiniiworm.TeturorotlifrlK'hinf akin jiveaaca. Try thit
tfvatmant at our rik.

A

J.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.

FATHER WAS PARTICULAR
A, little boy happened to fall in the
pond while fishing und was promptly 4
hauled out by a man. The little chap,
turning to the man said: "Thanks,
awfully for getting me out of tin
water. Father would have been angry
with me if I hud got drowned. II
Winnipeg Tribune
is so particular!"
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Grocsries, Oil, Gasoline

;Ti'

.....

and Coal
,

Windmills, Well Material
Work Clothes

'

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
OF S. A. ERDMAN, Deceued.

W

5

'

)

at our store
and the prices are right.

Vou are welcome

W. S. WILLIAMS
LIVESTOCK AND

IN THE PROBATE COURT OF CI
COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. GENERAL AUCTIONEER
;i
In the mutter of the estnte of
20 years experience in Sales
S. A. Erdnian, deceased:
No. 3 til
Ring
NOTICE.
To whom it may concern :
HEREFORD, TEXAS
Notice is hereby given that an in- jj
strument purporting tft be the
Act' 'hone 27:
and Testament of S. A. Erdnian,;
filed
deceased, has been
for probate
Residence I 'hone YM)
!n the Trobate court of Currv Coun-- I
ty, New Mexico, and that nn order
Last-Wil-

X
X

l

or
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PLAINS BUYING

a SELLING !

ASSOCIATION
Stores at Clovia, Havener

and Farwell

'

Charter
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Reserve District No 11
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

1

No. 8784

"VAMPS" WHO
MADE HISTORY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
in the statu of Now Mexico, at the close of business on
September 6, 1921.
RESOURCES
$694,467.37
Loans anil Discounts
Notes anil bills reiliscounted with Federal Reserve Dunk (other than bunk acceptances
185,030.18
f 508.R37.19
gold)
NONE
.NONE; unsecured..
Overdraft, secured".
U. S. Government Securities Owned:
Bonds
S.
(U.
Deposited to secure circulation
62,500.00
par value) ...
68,500.00
6,000.00
All other United States Government securrties
3U.723.24
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc
Banking House $2H,31.75; Furniture and Fix41,004.40
tures, 17,74 7.65
28,402.21
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bunk
112,871.33
Cash in vault uinl amount due from national banks
Amount due from state bunks, bunkers and trust
64,178.19
companies in the United Stutes
,
Checks on other banks in the same city or town ag
4,849.92
reporting bank
181,899.44
Total of items 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13
Checks on banks located outside, of city or town
811.73
of reporting bank and other ensh items
Redemption fund with U. S, Treasurer and due
3,125.00
from U. S. Treasurer

at

Br JAMES

Clovis,

Its) by

C. YOUNG.

Machinery and Implements
Have Come Down

McClurs Nswspapsr Syndics!.)

THE WOMAN POISONER.

EVER a woman deserved the nam
vampire that woman was the
Marquise lie lirluvllllers.
Her mis
deeds shocked even medieval Europe
Id a day
lieu terrible crimes were
uot unusual. This Marquise was a
pretty little woman with on air of
youthful Innocence. One (lay she was In
troduced by her husband to Uoillu de
St. Croix, a young cuvulry oltleer of
guy wuys. The scuiulul of their rela
tions soon became a topic of the hour.
When the husband of the Marquise
fulled to interfere, probably because
of his flight before creditors, her
put In the Has-titlfather had St. Ix
There the young blade medi
A menus came to
tated vengeance.
his hand through an acquaintance
made In prison with one Exlll, a man
....$872,063.21 skilled In the methods of the Italian
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
poisoners.
$100,000.00
Capital Stock paid in .- When St. Croix was released a year
25,000.00
Surplus fund
later he plotted with the Marquise to
14,
16.24
-'
-Undivided profits
6,933.99 be avenged on her father, lie told her
7,182.5
lies current expenses, interest and taxes paid
61,900.00 of the poisoner's recipes, and she tried
Circulating notes outstanding
6,241.97 their effect on poor people who came
Amount Due to National Banks
to her door In search of alms. And
trust
and
bunkers
Banks,
duo
State
to
Amount
by watching the results she decided
companies in the United States and foreign
37,105.73 that It was safe to attempt the life of
countries
27,952.40 ber parent. This she did with comCashier's checks on own bunk outstanding
71,300.10
Total of items 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25
plete success In 1000.
Demand deposit (other than bank deposits) subHut
St. Croix had been avenged.
ject to reserve.
more pressing mutters weighed upon
503,200.77
Individual deposits subject to check- hlin and his mistress. They needed
Total of demand deposits subject to reserve 503,200.77
money. Then the natural question
Time dcoosits subject to reserve:
arose: why not poison her two brothers
Certificates of deposit (other than for money
77,524.80 and sisters so that she would inherit
borrowed)
26,09.fl the whole estate? Hut these guilty
Other time deposits
100.59 lovers were crafty. They waited four
Postal Savings deposits
long years, when the two brolbers
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve,
103,722.35
Items 32, 33, 34 and 35
with the aid of a
were despatched,
valet. An Investigation followed, show'
$872,003.21 ing the method of their death, hut
TOTAL
directing attention to the
without
ss.
Curry,
County
of
Mexico,
New
State of
Then St. Croix suddenly
I, L. B. Gregg, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear MarqiiNe.
that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. died. He hod no heirs, so the police
L. B. GKF.GG, Cashier.
were culled In, and found among his
Correct Attest: II. A. MILI.KK, G. I KL'Y KENDALL, II. Y. OVER-STRF.F.papers documents which Incriminated
Directors.
the Marquise and the valet. The latter
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day of September, 1921. whs caught, tortured, and confessed.
MAY L. BOOTON, Notary Public.
Then he was broken alive on the
My Commission expires November 15, 1!22
wheel. Hut the Marquise bud taken
Afterward she
flight to England.
Mindly to a
chronic kickers. First, they kicked went to Germany and
DON'T KNOCK, KICK
convent nt Liege, where she was deshape
themselves into
for great tasks.
coyed by a police olllelnl disguised as
Knockers knock themselves over in Then they kicked for something and
a priest. When arrested It was
the end. They are pests and we shun to some purpose until they lauded.
that this unnatural woman
them ui pests.
A knocker is never satisfied with bad kept a full account of her life and
Be a kicker with a purpose. Kick anybody except himself. A kicker is crimes, She retnrned to Paris a pris-- 1
for something. Kick to get some- never satisfied with himself and gets! oner, mere sue unuerwem ine lormro
...... ....I tlnnllv
.
i.i
".-- tlnri
iiimi.j u"- na- huli.tn
where. And kick yourself regularly. somewhere, observes Sugarman's
llllier IUIH Hliu
July 10. 1070, and her body burned.
All tlm great men of history were

IFof

And Your Credit is Good
Come to Lane & Sons Grain Co.

For Your Bargains
Tractor hitch power lift Superior Grain Drill with press
wheels complete for only $250. Good note.
16--

m

8

hitch Superior Grain Drill, press wheels complete for only $235. Good note.
16-Double tongue horse hitch Superior" Grain Drill, press
wheels complete for only $225. Good note.
We have a big stock of these drills on hand and we are going
to sell them. You are lucky if you have the cash for we will discount the above prices. Come to see us and we will trade.
8

We have a small stock of 12-- and 14-- Superior Grain Drills
priced right. Also have several extra sets of press wheels priced
to sell. Use press wheels and get a better stand of wheat.
8

,
.

8

Have only one more Lister left; first one with $G5.00 gets it.
Only one more Clark Cutaway Engine Harrow left for only a
$190.00 good note.
Milwaukee Row Binders for only $200 cash, and we guarantee we can get you repairs for this binder. It's true we could not
get you repairs last year, but each year has something better in
store for us and our customers. We are now agents for Milwaukee repairs. Mail us your order, giving No. of parts wanted and
we will rush them to you.

.

m

YOUR FRIENDS,

Lane & Sons Grain
Company
S. W.

S)

LANE, Manager

NEW YORK LAYS PLANS
TO HELP UNEMPLOYED

Th8 Wonders

raw

.

..awt
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New York, Sept. 12. Half a million men will he idle in New York
this winter, in the opinion of relial.v
investigators, and the city has set in
motion machinery to meet this situa-

i,

w

Advertising is simply Business Insurance Your
advertisement of today and tomorrow should have
a broader scope than just immediate results. .It
should be a part of the foundation on which you are
building for the future.

v

r.

' We have no funds to help tl.em,"
he said, "but we never let a man go
awav without heln. even if we have
to dig in our own pockets to help

TJust because you may have more business than you
can handle today is no reason why you should not
advertise. There may come a time )wn you will not
1)0 overburdened
when you will want business and
will not be able to get it, because you have uot built
a foundation of good will and confidence in your
store when you had the chance.
!i Insure Your Future Business
Start Advertising

them."

Now.

m
,

m
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uovis news

i

Mississippi
I

A

DAM.

liver has lieeo

KellltiM

llllllll'll

hMT

(llnuli I... hile of lientral IVrsliIni; s
foives In
turned the trlek.
lie built u eonnvt.' ilain.
feet

duplication of effort ami handle the
problem efficiently.
The Merchant's Association of New
York and the Brooklyn Chamber of
Commerce have joined hands with
the Central Trades and Labor Council and the Building Trades Council
program.
to formulate a practical
These organizations believe the situation can be met partly by pushing
building projects, thus giving employment to thousands.
man
The problem of the
is at thi heart of the entire situation,
aid Maj. William P. Deegan of the
American Legion, one of the members of the mayor's committee. He
said 75,000 former soldiers were out
of work during the summer and he
fears the number will be increased to
between 100,000 and 125,000 by

Advertising!

I

THE KEOKUK
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ECHOES

Miss J n
Hums return'. homo
Sunday from Texas where n.io has
been visiting relatives und friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnnhan visited in
the Dorris home Sunday.
Miss Maiidie Jones was in Cl.ivis
Saturday buying selio.il su;ii).es.
Mr. and' Mrs. Joiner
and Dove
called at the Jones home I'ridiiy.
Sclnol started Monday. Miss Claudia Mteidor accepted the position us
assistant teacher in Miss Pttulino
Peters' place until M.ss Pa. rs recovers from typhoid fever.
Jewell Curimfmii is stuying with
her sister, Mrs. F.thcl llynmn and is
going to school at Knterprise.
Owen Wall is staying
in
the
Joiner home and going to school.
Mrs. Dale Struhlo is working 'in
the
Dry Goods storo
at Clovis.
Jewell CarniJun, Flora Dorris and
Vera Wilson visited Mauilie Jones
Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Hershey, sister of Mr.
W. E. McGregor, died in the McGregor home Friday night. The remains were laid to rest Monday in
the Cloyis cemetery.
Rev. Barrow, of Texas, preached at
the school house Friday night.
Vera Wilson is attending school in
Clovis again this year.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Struble and Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Struble attended
church in ("lovis Sunday and Sunday
night.
i

In addition to relief measures planned by a special city committee nam
charied by Mayor Hylan, fifty-thre- e
ty organizations have decided to pool
their resources and establish a general clearing house in order to avoid

r J. m

ENTERPRISE

T. MAXEY

By T.

tion.

(0)

of Ameri

i
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wlile at tin lioltiiio, -'- .I feel Hide mi
lop and aliont
ueross the
feet
river; u powerhouse In wlilrli will
he housed thirty III, mm horsepower
turhlties, imhIi with Its jenenilor
we'hlllK S.M) Ions; a link IlKI feel long
and 110 feet wide (Ihe width heliiK
lie Milne as Die lucks ill the I'liniima
eniial, hut Ihe lift Is higher) ; tlm
lni'Kest dry iloek (nt the time) In fresh
wulcr and an lee fender.
H was neeessary to inquire aliont
1T..IHKI acres of limit, hillld ft) miles of
roads nod street and clear B.iwu acres
of brush unci timber. Mure than
Uodes-Bradle- y
property owners were dealt with.
Lltliitlnn was resorted lo In only
Two hundred and
shout ten euses.
eighty-nin- e
ions of dynamite were used.
Construction work required about WK),.
IMK)
Imrrels of cement, 7.5110 tons of
si eel. ;!MMH)0 cubic yards of sand.
.KHi.ihM) pounds of structural steel and
.ll.omi.lM) feet of lumber.
.Now, the "Father of Waters" turns
ihe machinery that lights cities, runs
street ears and operates factories.
Sixty thousuud horsepower of elee- trlelty Is used In Nt. Louis. I ll miles
away. HnnVlent power Is generated
boulevard from Portland,
"""'
Me., to Los Anxeles. Cnl., using 48
candle-power
lumps set 100 feet apart,
.lunniiry
ii,
stHrled
Consi ruction
1010. The first current reached St.
IjmiIs .Inly 1, 1!li:i. The lotal cost of
Weldon Moss of Clovis was seen in
(!,(HlO,(KKI.
the plant was
this community Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Collins of

Down tin the crowded East Side,
tho Bowery lodging houses ore already filled to capacity each night.
"Men out of work are sleeping evNOTICE
erywhere in the open, in every park,
on every pier, in alleys, in storeyards
All stockholders of the Amarillo
and any place they can huddle out of
Union Laundry who live
the way and rest," said Major Under"They in Clovis or surrounding territory are
wood of the Salvation Army.
to attend a mass meeting at
cannot do so when it becomes cold." requested
Labor Hall, Friday night, September
7 :.')0 p. m.
And now that he has had his own 10, nt
you
are interested in what has
If
little private war in West Virginia,
Uncle Sam needs no longer be consiiK been done with your investment, and
net Profit fa Mn 'arncdi
ercd a back number. He can strut how mu
bo thcre- - Thi W,M ba tt Public mcct'
along with the best of them.
ing and all who sympathize with this
It has rcmnined for an ordinnry enterprise, wnethor stockholders or
layman to discover the most effective not, are invited. Bring the ladies.
Committee.
remedy for toothache. He shot him- - ltc
self.
The way of the transgressor
is
Amarillo Daily News and the Clovis hard, even if he does get to ride
around on oversize tires for awhile.
Vows for $7.20 a year.

Grady were visiting friends in this
community Saturday night.
Slim.

For Sale or Trade
560 acre rslinquishmant, good land
close to town on highway. Alto food
four room frame bungalow building
In Maidaltna, all for $1500. tGood
Ford Truck or good vendor notes
for part of amount.
J. R. HINTON
Matdalena, N. M.

T
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625,000 Bottles
Sold in New York I

Extension Office
Notes

BIGGEST THING OF KIND EVER
SEEN IN THAT STATE, DECLARES BIG WHOLESALER.
The fact thut 625,000 bottle of
Teniae have beun sold in the State of
New York since its introduction there
less than one year ago, is a bite business itcn that will attract unusual at
tention throuKhout the entire Eust,
for nothing like it has ever happened
before. It breaks all records.
Mr. George B. Evans, manager of
Company, the well
the Gibson-Snoknown wholesale druggists, with
branches in Albany, Buffalo, Rochester and Syracuse, recently announced thttU the preparation was
now selling in their trade territories
alone at the phcnomlnal rate of approximately 600,000 bottles a year.
"If the present rate continues,"
aid Mr. Evans, "this state alor.e will
probably require considerably over
750,000 bottles a year. This Is a tremendous figure but I am really conservative in making this statement."
Tanlac is sold by leading drug(Adv.)
gists everywhere.

feeding purposes when treated with
formaldhyde but not so when blue
stone is used.
For any further particulars write
or cull your county agent.

03

Stallings Grocery Co.

4

Knr.d
gavc, The

County Agent E. C. Hollingcr
a poultry demonstration at Rogers in
Roosevelt County last Friday and
about 70 interested people were in attendance. A picture show was give
ut Shady Grove in the evening with u
good crowd in attendance.

Wh.al Pro.. Mor. Prof it.bl.
famous Kanrcd wheat wmcn
f

... ,,.,,,.

tw,,,,..

th .t.te
of Kansas hus been introduced in different parts of New Mexico anil in
most cases has proved more successful than tho common Turkey red. A
number of farmers in Curry County
4
have tried out Kanred wheat and it
Mr. Tretitmun, State Club Leader,!
hus been found to yiel dfrom four to
Kpent a few days in Curry County
six bushels more per acre than the
assisting with boys' nnd girls' club
ordinary Turkey red.
work and making arrangements for;
Mr. C. II. DcLozier of rioasant Hill
the New Mexico Club Stock Judging
had especially good success with Kancontest which will be held in Clovis
red wheat this year and has supplied
October 28th.
a number of the farmers in the Pleas4 4
Great West Flour, per cwt
$150.
ant Hill comunity with seed.
Mr. Victor
VanGieson, district
None
White
Fresh
of
supply
Crest
Flour
Better.
foreman of the Biological Survey,
Sugar, 14 pounds for
$1.00
was in Curry County Monday and 4
4
Tuesday, helping the county agent 4
101b Roswell Comb Honey
4
RUTH RUMBLINGS
$2.00
with prairie dog eradication. Great 4
4
51b Eoswell Comb Honey
$1.00
progress has been made in Curry
51b
Texas Comb Honey
County this year in the destruction of
$1.25
reed cutting is in full blunt now
prairie dogs in several different com101b
Comb
Texas
Honey
$2.25
munities. When the rush of harvest but it will not Inst long for so much
101b
wn
Velva
nc
'mu'
m
Syrup
wnca'.
$1.00
and sowing is over a grTut effort
Isaac Rutherford is cutting feed
101b Blue Karo
75c
should be made by every community
to completely eradicate the prairie for Mr. Chambers.
101b Red Karo
75c
4 dogs before they live over another
Mr. Guble ie cutting feed fo' Tom
4
101b Mary Jane
4 season and multiply aguin. The prai- Hillis this week.
RANCHVALE RUMORS
4
75c
4 rie dog should be destroyed before
4
School commenced Monduv with
101b Farmer Jones Sorghum
95c
November 1st while all the (loirs are good attendance und lots of inter
201b Spuds
..$1.00
The ladles Bible cluss met nt the active so as to get a 100", kill. Curry est. Sseveriu little tots were present (Q
251b Sweet Potatoes
$1.00
home of Mr. Groves last Wednesday' bounty has fewer prairie dogs than that never attended school before,
Mr. Watkins is building
No. 2 Standard Corn, per dozen
u new
evening with quilting fran.es and any agricultural county in the state.!
$1.50
needles and thread. Three ciunfortsi Let's make the work complete this stock tank this week,
No. 2 Standard Tomatoes, per dozen
$1.50
were quilted by hand. The following. 'eur.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wall ure very
4
4
and
Mrs. S. E. Hill
were present:
sick with typhoid fever.
Mr. T. Uluck of the panhandle of
four daughters, Mrs. Carroll Mut- Mrs. C. D. Moore hud as dinner
i
.i J
Kt.iK
l.ftunLv was a visitur in
it.
-Knoxevclt
FULL LINE STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
win unu auu;iiiviti
iricwn, iTjin, tf
riuu ni
guests' Sundi.y Mr. and Mrs. Nation
enroute
to
Tuesday,
I'ortalcs
Ethel, Mrs. S. A. Jackson, Mrs. J. E.:''vis
und family and Mr. Justice and lam-ilBlack is a very successful fiiniicr
Ilriiiik and duughters, Grucc and;
strip
county
thf
of
Roosevelt
north
Or-j
Dola Brunk. C. A. Horner and
GIVE US YOUR ORDERS-- WE
MEET AI L COMPETITION
Married Sunday: Miss Ivh Chit- ville, Mrs. Mollie Veasey, Mrs. F. L. of Melrose.
vaugn, Mrs,
to
wood
mi:
iiiyan
k
4
C.
Ohr, Mrs. Nush Duke, Mrs. A.
Vaughn is the beautiful end accomMcDaiiiel
The Moye-HiFent and daughters, Surah and
plished daughter of Sebe Chitwood of
holding
community
are
their
fair
Bell,
Misses Muttie and Ethel
this community and Mr. Vaughn is a
boys
girls'
club
exhibit,
und
mid
daughter,
Mrs. Claud Bycrs nnd
promising young man of the Hellene
Otiidu, Mrs. S. Lockmiller and baby, Thursday, September I.1th.
community. Best wishes lo the bridal
Mrs. Emmett Davis, Mrs. Willie Bell,
A demonstration
on treating seed,Iimr.
a
Mrs ('. F. Biclcr and daughter,
E(1"
M'Rutherford vwtcd
Growden, Mary Bush, S. E. wheat for smut was conducted at Hoi-tm' A- IJ. Hickman home.
al
llfl'
lust Thursday by the county
Hill, J. E. Davis and Cluud Bell.
K"f reshnients of ice cream und water- ngent.
PIANO TUNING $5.00
44
melon were served to all present.
ror mu,
Everyone went home happy nnd well
Now is a good time to have pianos
smut tuned. For the benefit of those who
from
The great
loss
pleused with the day's work.
We had a nice ruin last Monday in Curry County hus stimulated , n,)t miw nlc j 0ff,.r t10 following
night and the farmers are busy get- interest for treating for smut tins letter:
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 3, 11121
ting the wheat lund ready for plant- season. The demonstrations where
grain has been treated and smut pre- To Whom it May Concern :
ing.
vented has proved the value of this
This is to certify that Mr. F. M.
The Beach sale was well attended
method.
Penton hits been tuning pianos for
nnd cows sold good but horses do not
us off and on for the past eight yeors.
The following infi'ination U
sell good these days.
for the use of farmers who wish We find his work quite satisfactory !
The three, school triuks were taken
Life, Accident, Health,
Notary, Rentals,
to town Suturdiiy for inspection, Ce- ti treat the'r wheat for smut. There indeed, und cheerfully recommend
Insurance
Auto
Legal Papers
as
him
piano
a
tuner and
cil Hill will drive the Grew Boy are three methods of treatini' the
used
man
reprir
method
is
to
sprinkling
who
grain.
those
The
need
work
truck on the south route, Frank Hill
NO DEAL TOO BIG, NO BUSINESS TOO SMALL
- of that kind,
will drive the Republic on the north for 0'its and hurley and is no' recomBy Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
Respectfully.
nUbou-- h
treating
mended
wheat.
for
route, Theader Daniel has the Ford
County Club Leader
JENKINS MUSIC CO.,
some runners use this metVa,! with
on tho old route east.
By
E. N. Jenkins, Pres.
V. Tate gave a party lust Wednes- fairly good success. Dipping gram in
Call me nt Mrs. W. H. Shumate's,
sacks is used quite commonly but is
day night and an ire cream social.
Mr. W. II. Trentmnn, State Club
Hp Leader, left Tuesday for
Mr. and Mrs. Growden gave a party not successful where there is j great phone 22.". F. M. Deiflon.
work in
umount of smut or trash in wheat,
to a full house Saturday night.
Lyceum Theatre Building
jQuay County after spending several
POSTAL
EXAMINATION
most
is
tin
J. F. Mitchell has rented the John foiling the loose eriiin
Mays in Lurry.
Duncan pluce and Is plowing the land ructirul and through metho.l where
The United States Civil
Service!
tlv.ve is much smut 'it tli.' wheat
for wheat.
Commission announces that a Clerk
A number of the club members ut
In cither cum i 10 per
V. Tate took his son, Noorvill, to
educational examination will be held Havener are uttending school in Clo-oI.e used at
s..ieb!
of
formalin
Plninvlow, Texas, Sunday where he
October 15, 1921, for the purpose vis. Reports received so fur from
Phone 194
tlu rate of one piet to It? B illon;i i,r
Clovis, N. M.
will attend college this year.
filling a vacuncy in the position this group indicate that there will be
of
d'nping
or
of
water.
case
In
the
Raymond Buchannn nnd sister,
of clerk in the post office service at; almost lOO'V comnletion.
Katie Sue, slutted this week for Ar- soaking the grain should be treated' Clovis, New Mex.
kansas to attend school.
Application blanks and further nfor- Michael Brown, a club member at
!.
contumers as well as the drill in
,'
,
mution may be obta nod from the
Frio, is quite ill with typhoid at the
the treated grum is seeded,
America, long considered the excol secretary, Board of Civil Service
Baptist Hospital.
travagant spender of tho world, is ac- should be washed ou with the soluExaminers, at the Clovis post office.
quiring habits of thrift, according to tion used in troafini;.
A committee meeting was held
the Director of the Division of Suv- The use of copper sulphate has
Although rice is the Btnple diet of
ings in the Treasury Department. Per been almost discontinued as the for- the population of Ceylon, it is nearly. uubuiuuj lUKiib ni viiu iiuihv vi Mil.
: .
a
r
.
i
l
f ....
c rvisuukiubb
in me muyc
capita holdings of war savings sccur- maldhyde is less dangerous to seed, nil imported. Malarial mosouito. aim nun.
.?
itiet amount to f 8.40 for tho conti it is cheaper and easier to use. Any breed so freely in the rice fields that
Duniel fair.
nental United States.
seed or grain left can be used for laborers cannot work there.

Give us your orders. We meet
all competition

These Prices Good for Thursday, Friday

j

and Saturday

44444444444444444

44444444444444444
'

44444444444444444

44444444444444444

....
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Stallings Grocery
Company

Alino-rott-

Mon-len-

-

1

o

-

Phones 22 and 25

"""" """"

i)

n

Boys' and Girls' f
Club Corner

high-grad- e

F. S. BURNS

j

REAL ESTATE AND LOANS

1

j

alu-t'o-

n

t. c

-

i

Mr. H. G. Coiby of West Chapel
wus an office culler Monday.

Try Our

Sunday Dinners

Mr. S. C. Hunter, boys' local leader

at Texico, called at the office Monday. It hus been decided that the

i Weidmann Has It
!

club members at Texico will not hold
a local fuir this year, but will bring
nil their exhibits to the October encampment.

:

(Si

See Me for Fine Shoes

and Repairing

Corn Club Members Remember
thut uniformity of exi.lbit counts for
more thut extreme size of purt of the
exhibits. Study requirements for exhibit in your club book.
The idcnl in Minnesota 13 is a
rather smull ear with close well s,et
kernels. Shape of ear should be full
mt.l.lln , a...nn.fll v
, , nttfl titl'ontf tn tha ....
Jg' cylinderical in shape.
Color of grain should bo a clear,
definite yellow, sometimes the red
shows up in the ear toward the tip,
'and while this does not indicate cross
ponnauon u snouia not dc present in
any noticeable extent in the exhibit
ears.
Color of Cob should be red. White
cobs may occur but do not select
such for your show ears.

SOUTH MAIN STREET

Price 50c

I
,

(

WEIDMANN'S SHOE STORE

You will like our service. It will
be just as cheap as eating dinner at
home and a lot easier.

Some women have a perfect right
to lead their own lives. They do the
financing.

WHITE ROSE
CAFE
PHONE 97 FOR JOB PRINTING OF ALL KIND&
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Don't Let Poor Vision

I

INTERVIEW WITH THE
WORLD'S RICHEST GIRL
enterprising
reporter who
in where angels fear to tread,
lutely took it upon himself to "Interview" Dellora Angell, 18, heiress of
John W. Gates and rated the "richest
gUI in the world.
He found the victim of a $40,000,000 fortune vocif
The

uhes

Handicap Their

erously discontented, declaring her
hate of money and protesting against
the burdensome gold that hangs upon
her youthful shoulders. Thus far, of
course, the story Is not out of the
usual expectations. The real "heart
feature" of Miss Angell'i interview
as the eagle eyed city editor would
say, is found in the expression of her
pet yearning as disclosed to the enterx
prising reporter. Urged to tell what
she wanted above everything else in
the world, what do you suppose this
'poor little girl answered?
Pom' vision is a handicap to any school chilil.
"I want a little house for my very
Vliafo is worse, the handicap will be present all J
own, and no maids or servants and
life. A chilil with poor vision is always a J a nice little kitchen stove and every
thing."
backward student because poor vision will not per- There it is the instinct as old as
the sex and as sacred as the altars
of
mit it to attack its work with the vim and
of heaven. It's the normal, irrepress
ihle impulse of a woman to "keep
slitAnd
vision.
backward
with
a
normal
children
house," to make a home and cook!
Nature is back of it, and equality and
dent usually develops into a dull man or woman.
Wot only tno perpetuation nt
isms.
the race, but its progress and its development are wrapped up in the
riiis' them for a scientific examination now.
stifled yearnings of this girl whoie
You can't afford to put it off.
heart's desire is thwarted by too
much money.
Only a woman
a real woman
will understand the deeper meaning
of that phrase about "a nice littk1
kitchen, stove and everything." For
after all, home isn't much of a home
without a kitchen with affection
and intelligence to adorn it. "Carreers" and "society" may call; they
do call pretty insistently to too many
potential wives and mothers. But the
Co.
true heart of woman aspires intuitively toward a "little house for her very
own, with a nice little kitchen an
.
everything."
We'll never believe that impulse is
I am too old to start anew
CATTLEMEN WEEP
and since dead) or even decadent until they quit
WHEN STOCK SOLD it will take my ranch and all I pos-- 1 selling dolls. And regardless of the
sess, I do not know what will become cynics, the poor little rich girl in the
"The situation in the cattle indus- of me.' Such scenes arc pathetic to' interview is not the exception, but
femininity. Akron
in
the rule,
try is niost acute at the present time," say the least.
aid L. P. James, cattlemun of Clay"Just why cattle are bringing the Times.
ton, N. M., who was in Amarillo to- prices they are no one seenw to know.
WISDOM OF THE EAST
day on his way home from a protract- To be sure the cattlemen expected a
ed visit to the Kansas' City livestock decline in price at the close of the
Some Cliinese proverbs:
market.
war but none of us anticipated the
If you bow at all bow low.
"It is very distressing to visit the decline would be as great or come as
A man thinks he knows
but a
(rreat livestock markets at the present soon as it has.
Other commodities!
knows better.
time.
While in Kansas City I saw have declined some, it is true, but it
Free sitters at the plays always
strong men who hud battled against is only in the rarest cases that the
grumble the most.
many odds for an entire lifetime, decline has been greater than ten
I have seen not one who loves virweep like children when they realized per cent of the price brought during
tue as he loves beauty,
the price that their cattle sold for. the war. But the cattle market has deOnly imbeciles want credit for the
fine man in particular impressed me. clined fully fifty per cent from the
achievements of their ancestors.
His three year old steers sold for t'0 price brought prior to the war. CatThe futilts which a man condemns
a head, the price he could have receiv- tle are cheaper today
than they have out of office he commits when in.
ed when they were six months old,
been for ten years, and there are fewworships the gods
N'o
r
"When this man learned of the er cuttle in the United States than He knows what they are made of.
price his cattle hail brought, he sank there have been for fifteen years.
One more good man on earth Is
back in his chair and between sobs, , "Just what will become of the cat- better than an extra angel in heaven.
said: 'I am a ruined man. For fifty tlemen I do not know, but like all
It is not the wine which makes a
years I have been working to accum- others who can, I intend to winter a man drunk it is the man himself.
ulate a small part of this world's few cattle in the hopes that the inIf you suspect a man don't em
(roods, and within the past yea' my dustry will again be placed on a pro- ploy him if you employ him don't
entire savings have been swept away fifiihlri f mil inn
Am,.;lln T,;.,..
suspect him.

Future
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By the "Barn Man"

rJ-oiiii-

Poorly planned hen houses, or none at all, art; the reasons
why many hens do imt lay as the owners expects and thinks they

viwr

hoult.
JJSTKX!
Said the

t

The little Ued

es;

Come in and talk to us about a new ben house. We have the
very best kind of hen house iiimber and some ideas about plars
that you may decide to adopt.

rpnG-Rei- x

T

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

ATTRITION
" 'A rolling stone
moss,' " quoted L'ncle
ively.
"Oh well, it sees a bit
and maybe gets polished
argued Algy.

gathers no
Jed impress-

Some months ago Henry Ford purrailroad and
chased a little
cleared naif a million dollars on it
in six months, after reducing freight
rates twenty per cent. Yet other
railroads of the country can not make
ends meet after getting an increase in
Somebody has a wedge berates.
tween the ends. Clifton (Texas)
Record.
jerk-wat-

INDIGESTION

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

i

i

ami.-

-

Thoiisn
leliaiici
.Ask us
pjeased

Tnedford'i
llmu-busine-

I

loo-ethe-

after-servic-

To sum up: Serviceability, flexibility, power, durability,
lowest first opcr.atin.ir costs, service, all together, are the Ford
tpialilics which cut down expense and will help vou cut vour

"delivery costs."

JONES & LINDLEY, Operating Highway Garage

We are receiving lots of
Wheat every day, and the
quality and out turn is
above our expectations.
It will pay you to get our
prices.
THE WESTERN ELEVATOR

Highly

by a Tenneisee
Grocer for Troubles Re
suiting from Torpid
Liver.

y

e,

ht

Harvest Is Here

Recommended

ss

Muilt of touiih steel with the ever dependable Ford moworm-drivwith
tor transmitting power to the aluminum-bronz- e
demountable rjnis and pneumatic tires, front and rear,
with the mechanical simplicity, have helped to ive the Ford Ton
Truck the lowest possible operating and maintenance cost. It is
the lowest priced one-to- n
motor truck on the market. Add to these
e
organization, which insir .s
practical meuits our
every truck owner of genuine Ford pails and skilled Ford mechanics, s.i th;it the Ford Truck need never he out of service.

Black-Draug-

W. B. CRAMER, Manager

of the world,
up a trifle,"

SOUR STOMACH

on ruck has cut "delivery costs lor
houses, fanners, factories, corporations, elc
(Is of owners attest to its economy of operation and iiiaiu-Thecall (he Ford a real "necessity" in their business.
eopv
'or a
of i he "Ford a Musiiiess Flilitv.'' Kcad what
owiK rs say. It will cost you not hinir.

member Compann

Lumbermen Since 1875

Let your light shine but keep the
glare out of the other fellow's eyes.

One-- 1

9

Keep the hens working, but well fed; provide a dry. clean
house, free from draft; don't keep a hen over two years Old; remove the rooster
before setting
infertile cjtks mo
better.

1

hii'il

Jleu refused to lay unless the owner built

bnt why wait until the hens net organized
and strike, before building an adequate place for them (

Denhof Jewelry

1

lien,

"anew" ben houst

Optometrist

FORD TON TRUCK CUTS DELIVERY COSTS

UYd

"You ain't laid nn igg since I don't know when."
Said the little Kcrt Hen to the Sad old liooster.
"And what's more, I won't, till the Moss builds
anew, Sir."

J. R. DENH0F

image-miike-

Red Kooster to the Little

1

The fflfr
East Nashville, Tcnn.
t,
lency of Thedford's
th
Cenutne,
herb, liver medicine, it
Touched for by Mr. W. N. Parson, a
grocer of this city.
"It Is without
doubt the best liver medicine, and I
don't bellev I could get along without
IL I take It for tour stomach, headache, bad liver, ludlgectlon, aud all
other trouble that are the result of
a torpid liver.
"I have known and used It for years,
and can and do highly recommend It
to every one. I won't so to bed without It In the house. It will do all It
claim to do. I can't say enough for

It"
Many other men and women throughout the country bare found
Just as Mr Parsons doscrlbel
valuable In regulating the liver to
Its normal functions, and In cleansing
the bowels of Impurities.
liver mediThedford's
cine la the orlglntl and only genuine.
Accept no Imitations or subttlt'ites.
Always ask for Toadford'a.
g.M
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

COMPANY
CLOVIS

TEXICO

DODGE BROTHERS
Amiiouhco a

SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION
in the

PRICES ON THEIR CARS
EFFECTIVE JUNE EIGHTH

SKARDA MOTOR CO.

THE CLOVIS NEWSTHURSDAY,

Disc Rolling
Lathe Work
General Blacksmithing
Cylinders

Re-Bore- d

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

nv.j
Kentucky Iron Works
Burton & Boydstun, Props.
313 West Otero

P. F. WHITE
BUILDING
CONTRACTOR
Court Houtet, School Building!,
Hotel and Other Public Buildings.'
Years of experience
public buildings.

in erecting

Construction Work of all kindi.
See me at Rcidora Hotel. Phone 135

TEXAS WONDER

SEPTEMBER IS, 1921

their sister.
,
Miss Ella Osborne hat left for her
4 home in Oklahoma.
HOLLENE HAPPENINCS
s
HolUn School Notoa
.
The opening day of Hollene school
work
We are still needing ruin in this was very promising for effective
trucks
year.
coming
in
the
The
three
part of the community.
fullest capacity,
The Naiarene meeting which has were crowded to their
There were
reported
on
schedule
time.
been going on over tun day closed
whom came
Several souls were!106 enrolled, some of
Sunday night
from other communities, ana are wei- saved.
come
amonf
Some of the farmers have begun,
The boys and girls seem to have
to cut their feed,
entered this school year with the dc- Mr. and Mrs. Crews of Friona, Tex
termination to make it a success, and
Mrs.
Mr.
with
and
took dinner
the cooperation of the teachers
with
Ernest Hopkins Sunday,
and parents, they can not fail to do
Some of the young folks took dinner with Miss Rosie Young Sumiuy. so.
Hollene community considers Itself
Miss Jessie Stith, who has been
very
fortunate in having our county
treatat Amarillo for chiropracter
man, Mr. Kozof, located here.
truck
ment, came home Sunday.
Hollene voters are very much opvisiting
who
been
Ellis,
has
Mrs.
posed to the proposed Eighth amend
her daughter, Mrs. Killen, returned
ment and are anxious to give It a
Arizonia,
home
in
Phoenix,
her
to
eye September 20th
black
Monday.
There will be public speaking at
Brother Jarrcll and Mr. and Mrs.
Hollene Friday night,
John Chandler took dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Chandler Sunday.
Brother Scott and family took dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
CLAUD NOTES

.4

DON'T VOTE

Vote for the Man Who Will Best Serve New Mexico;
Vote to Swell the Majority for Holm 0. Bursum

one-ha- lf

Bur-sum- 's

Mrs. Geo. Keenun entertained the
Outlook Club Thursday afternoon,
September 8th. After a short bus
iness meeting;, u social hour was en.
joyed. Ice cream and cake were
by the hostess, who is a spec;
ialist in the urt of cake making. After
refreshmets, a basket prettily deco
rated in pink and white crepe paper
and filled with various gifts from
those present, wus presented to the
new bride ,a member of the club, Mrs.
Ll'R
tovUlnn. A short speech of
prcsomai.ui, was .u.u.e oy me p,cai- -

one-hal- f

'ed

one-hal-

K,,,l..v
Me.
dt'nt- Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Dilbcck visited
Th
tlwi Villi. n hnmii Kmifliiv

Outlook Club held an ice
supper
cream
at the home of Mrs. 0.
near
Mr.
Pearl Singleterry of
for kidney and bladder troubles, gravE. Pattison, Thursduy night, Scptcnv
el, weak and lame back, rheumatism Pleasant Hill, is going to school at her 8th.
imd Irregularities of the kidneys and Hollene this year.
On Saturday evening September
Rev. P. R. Jarrell of Mangum, Ok
Lladd.Y in both men and women. If
there will be an ice cream sup
24th,
sot sold by your druggist will be sent lahoma, who has been holding a meet
ry mail on receipt of $1.25. One ing at the Nazarcno church at Hollene,; per at the home of Mrs. Walter
Smith, of Pleasant Hill.
small bottle often cures. Send for left for his hohie Monday,
Mr. S. L. Bennett
was brought
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
Cv0 Roninni, aiui wft. nrt. visiting
homo Saturday from the Baptist hos1926 Olive st.. St. Louis, Mo. Sole h(1 fatlH,r
Ml.8.l
mothl.,i Mr uml
pital, where he has been seriously ill,
by druggists.
Ul, narHson.
He is resting easier, though still bed,
M)ITOWB, fllst
Mr. Charlie and John
News Want Ads Bring Results. have gone to Waco, Texas, to visit
Miss Mecher Rube, of Amarillo
was the week end guest of Miss
Marble West fall.
The school term was ushered in
with a rainy Monday.
A Mr. I.endtum of Hereford, Tex
use, was the guest of Miss Ednu Pal
mateer last week.
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
Miss Lola Krcitzerg is attending
15 Years Experience
Plcasunt Hill high school.
She
Equipment
Lai est, Must
staying with her sister. Mrs. Walter
J Smith at Pleasant Hill.
All Work (iuarnntwd
Lcmly brasher is visiting his sister
DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY
.Mrs. Willis Wcslfall.
A real old fashioned wedding din
ner, with the table loaded to th'
breaking point with everything to eat
that a good housewife can think of,
'
cooked in that delicious eoun- welcomed the fifty guests
. t ii ....
I
nl ..
tiv
mmi .urn.
nun- vi esiiau
joiin
day.
The
was
in
affair
the
honor
of
J
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Up-to-Pa- te

PAVING CONTRACTORS
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Cajincr-Tincho-

i

,

Si

General Offices Albuqurque

live-loc-

guests numbered all the
relatives and young people of the
comnuinity.
2
A real charivarr was given Lc Roy
1 and Emma Thursday night. About
4 niidniirht the noise wail hem il fur
miles. It was a shower-e- e
for LeRoy
when the boys ducked him in the
water tank, but Davidson was game
and 'set up" the young people.

Branch Offices: Clovis and Las Vegas

m

It's Too Hot To Wash
WJiy wear out your energy doing washing and
ironing this hot woatlkT. wlifii you can have us return your soiled clothes each week clean and nice
and at reasonable proces. Our laundry lias the very
'best equipment enabling us lo handle your work
in the most modern manner.
Call us

we're no farther away than your

The Clovis Steam Laundry
PHONE 48

i
j

.

a- --

1

Wash-ingto-

NOTICE OF SALE
In the Distiict Court
of Curry
County, New Mexico.
Oklahoma Molor Secur'ties Company, Plaintiff, vs. J. Z. Isler and
Hullu Leach, Defendants.
No. 1777.
Notice Is hereby given that hereto
fore on the third day of September,
A. D. 1021, under and by virtue of n
judgment rendered in this court in
the foregoing cause, I, the undersigned, will, on the third day of October,
A. D. 1921, at the hour of two (2)
o'clock p. m., offer for sale, and sell j
for cash in hand to the highest and
best bidder therefor, at the front
door of the Court house in Clovis,
Curry County, N. M., one Master Motor Truck, motor number 80045
model 1920 JW, four cylinders, cu-- j
f
pacity one and
tons.
That the style of the cause is Ok-- J
lahoma Motor Securities Company,
plaintiff, versus J. Z. Isler and Halla
Leach, defendants. That the nature
of the action Is a suit on a promisory
note, and the foreclosure of a chattel
mortgage securing the payment of
same. That said judgment was rendered In said cause on the first day
of September, A. D. 1021. That the
amount of said judgment with interest and costs to date of Mile is
one-hal-

$1.1(10.25.

i'

-

one-ha-

j

VARRENITE - BITULITWC

The question has no hearimr upon the election of a Un'ted States Senator; but '.ho
tyiiicl of the unreliability of this part ion n appeal.
Chapter 51) of the laws adopted by the legislature of it id , is an equal guardianship law. It fulfills absolutely the letter mid spirit of the republican platform
pledge of 19'JO, is satisfactory to all women who urged such a law and recognizes
fully the equal rights of women in the guardianship of their minor child-eFurthc efforts to eintdoy the part sari app' nl are found in denials of the effectiveness oT the work Senator Bursum has (lone during his brief service at Washington.
It is sought to belittle his work for the veterans of the great war; to di ny that the act
giving equal rompt nsation, disability and retirement benefits to volunteer officers is
his; to deny that he voted for the adjusted compensation law and against its recommittal; to deny bis vigorous efforts t, hasten adequate care of disabled soldiers; to defy,
even, the nearly one million dollar? now actually being spent at Fort Huyuid hospital,
Niw Mexico, for the more r.dequate care of tubercular victim of g.is warfaic.
Hut the solders know and have spoken .for Senator Rii'sum, both individually
The Veterans' Organization in Washington, who
and through (heir organizations.
are on the ground and who have hail an opportunity to observe Senator Pip sum's
work at first hand, were the first to endorse him and arc his most enthusiastic supporter. The war veterans will not permit last minute partisan appeals and efforts
to twist facts und distort the record to swerve them from united mppo't for Huisuin,
who has stood squarely for them and their interests, not in flowery, extended pubhe
speech, but in hard, personal work in committees, in the ih partnici;!, villi his vole
anil wherever and whenever heir interests could be served.
There is a last minute effort! under way to confuse fanners anil stockmen; to tell
the producers of grain, wool and meal that Bursum has done nothing for limn. This
effort undertakes to belittle his instant and v 'gonitis wort; in securing an adequate
emergency tariff law and in demanding and fighting fur adequate protecta n in the
permanent tariff act for grain growers and wool and meat producers. It is attempted
on the
to deny his work for the restoration, of reclamation of arid lends to fivt
government's reconstruction program, to deny his initiation of the ei'f. it resulting in
the gient livestock loan pool with its beneficial results ia checking forced sides of livelaw
stock; to deny his stand for the regulation of the packers; for the
regulating gmin exchanges ami gambleis in wheat and corn; and t: deny to him the
credit that is his for the original suggestion of relief for farmer and livestock
through thi war finance corporation a suggestion that resulted directly in the ri'.at
billions of d'lli,- of cridiN, which
agricultural relief law with its two and
industry in our state
your banker will tell ymi means the salvation of the
iind the restoration of prosperity alike for farmers and livestock grower.
But the public record stands. It shows that III isiim did these things. If further
verification is needed it is furnished by the voluntary statement of members of 'he
Semite who the farmers and livestock growers of the west know and trust.
rthur ('upper, of Kansas, leader of the agricultural group of which
Senator
Bursum is a member, says in an authorized interview:
"No man ever made frit nils m Wushingtnr more rapidly than Senator
His associates in
like h'm for his frankness, his affability and his villii.g-nes- s
few ell r
to help others. They give him credit for knowing the great west
VTKItE"T
NO MAN IN THK SFA'A'I'K HAS TAKKN A GKKATKK
men know it
IN THK FARMER AND STOCKMAN.
"This congress has enacted more legislation for the benefit of the producers 'if
the count rv than anv other in our history. When Senator Bursum came to
HE' IMMEDIATELY INTERESTED HIMSELF IN" ALL THESE MEASURES
FOR THE FARMERS AND STOCKMEN AND HE WAS VERY HELPFUL IN
THEIR PASSAGE. He hus ulso shown himself to be the loyal friend of the
soldiers of the late war, giving his hest support to every measure that would help
the veterans. Senator Bursum HAS CERTAINLY EARNED THE ENDORSEMENT
HOPE HE WILL
OF AN ELECTION BY THE VOTERS OF NEW MEXICO AND
BE RETURNED BY A FINE MAJORITY."
r,'h
y know hiin ar-- the ir
Fnrmt'1-and stockmen of New Mexico know C.ipner.
friend and champion. His statement stands against those partisan aunials thinly
veiled hy efforts to belittle or deny the work that Bursum has d ine and the position
and rapacity that are his for future usefulness.
There are satemonts equally convincing as to the work Bursum has .lone from
Senator Curtis of Kansas, Senator Sterling of Soiilh Dakota, Senator Watson of
Indiana, Senator Smoot of Utah, Senator McNary, author of the McNnry reclamntio'i
act; Senator Wadsworth and a dozen others. These men know that Bursum hn ini.de
They do not iv M hmi in :' "
good in behalf of the producers of this state.
Senate as n republican partisan; because thrt party's majority is r.ileqi'r.te and not
to be overthrown In three and one- - half years. They do need him as a sane, l vc
public servant, W'ho knows the west and its intertsts mid who
can be counted unon at ALL times when those interests are in question.
AND WE. THE PEOPLE OF NEW MEXICO. NEED HIM IN THE SENATE,
NOT AS A REPUBLICAN PRAT1SAN. BUT BECAUSE HE IS AN ABLE- MAN OF
PROVEN WORTH AND ABILITY TO ACHIEVE: AN'U BKCAI'SK WE KNOW
THAT HIS POSITION AS A MEMBER OF THE MAJORITY PARTY, K J.IOYIM!
VTION. WILL Pf.R-MITHAT MAJORITY'S CONFIDENCE AND ACTIVE
HIM TO MAKE THE FULLEST USE OF HIS ABILITY IN OUR BEHALF
AND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF OUR STATE.
For this reason we urge you to work from now until election day far Bursum's
election by a great majority and on election day o vote for him not as a partisan but
as an alert, competent, vigorous public servant who you KNOW has done the work
he wns sent to do and who you KNOW will continue to do thut work in a laigei
measure for the common welfare, when he has been returned.
Help with your work and your vote to make Bursum's election expnss the
unanimous approval and backing of a citizenship th .t can put aside pnrtisanshiu for
sound judgment and refuse a partisan appeal when it is against the public welfare.
Vote for Bursum for your own best Interests and the prosperity of our state.
plank is

,,

New Mexico Construction Company

4

In national elections, when the great political parties are aligned against each
other and when broad principles of national policy are to be determined, it is right
that voters should stand for the party in whose principles they believe; because ours
is a government of parties and the majority party rules..
Such an election was held last November when our government was entrusted
for four years to the Harding administration and a Republican congress.
In the special election next Tuesday New Mexico will choose a senator to represent this state for the remainder of the term for which President Harding and the
Republican party was placed in charge of the government. No partisan issues are
at stake. No questions of national policy are to be decided. These have been deyears to come the period the senator you will elect
termined for three and
next Tuesday will serve.
In such an election citizens should put aside the party label and vote for the
man who by personal equipment, experience, demonstrated ability and advantageous
position, can give the greatest amount of service to his constituents and the state
he represents.
Let this be your guide Tuesday: Put aside the purty label. Forget partisanship
and its appeal. Vote for the man you KNOW will best serve you, your interests und
those of your state.
That man is Holm O. Bursum.
The Bursum campaign committee, whose member sign this statement, are republicans. Bursum is a republican. In our voluntary service on this committee we
feel that we are serving our state, rather than the republican party, in seeking
Because we KNOW that Bursum
election by an overwhelming majority:
himself looks forward to his continued service in the Senate as an opportunity for
further service to the people, of New Mexico, rather than as service to the political
parly to which he belongs.
Associated with this committee are the officers and executive board of the state
association of Bursum clubs. The nearly 25,000 members of these club include men
and women of ALL political faiths, who have associated thcmselvt together in;
of Bui sum's election because they KNOW that he is the man who can and will do
most for New Mexico during the next three and
years, as our representative
in the senate.
We speak to you as citizens, not us partisans.
We urge your active, vigorous support for an overwhelming majority for
Bursum; not in behalf of the republican party which i to continue in charire of the
f
years to come; but ia behalf of New Mexico and
government for three and
our common welfare.
Bursum is g.diig to he elected. This is conceded by all. His hands will be
strengthened; his capacity for usefulness to our state will be increased if we make his
election an overwhelming vote of approval for faithful work well begun ami confidence in his ability to cany out the work he has undertaken to do. Toward such
a majority we ask your cooperation and your vote..
The democratic party organization is making a belated effort to hold down the
mnjority for Bursum. This is being iluni largely upon the urgent demands of the
officers of the democratic national committee. It is a partisan effort. It sel;v wily
partisan advantage. It proposes that partisanship shall' take precedence over public
interest in the voting next Tuesday. To that end matters of state government,
stale issues and local questions are being injected into the campaign.
As an example the- resolutions adopted by the recunt democratic convention a"'
One plank makes an appeal to women voters to vote
now being widely circulated.
against. Burum not became of anything he has lone or hr.s not duno, but because it
is wrongfully alleged l!i..t the republican party failed to enad a law conferring equal
rights of guardianship upon women, as promised in the republican state plat form of

Sun-du-

Misses Iva and Gladys Foster took
dinner with their aunt, Mrs. John
Foster Sunday.
Mr. "jjriiin Vaughan and Miss Ivy
Chitwood were united in marriage
Sunday morning at Grady.
Freddy Foster took dinner with
Master Rufus and Herbert Stith Sun- day.
These are the following who were
Clovis visitors Saturday: J. A. Conway, 0. R. Duncan, Mr. and Mrs.
jl.
R
R. J. Moore. 0. II. Osborn,
(iunn, and W. H. Foster
Mrs. J. A. Madole spent the day

A PARTY LABEL NEXT TUESDAY
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BURSUM CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE,
O. L. THILLIF'S, CHAIRMAN

STATE ASSOCIATION OF BURSUM CLUBS,
By DAVID R. BOYD,

I

Witness my hand this .hint day of
I
September. A. D. 1021.
I
W. H. SULLIVAN,
Special Master.
0
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(Political Advertisement)
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THESE
WANT AD'S

Last Appeal

BRING

ri

For Mr. Bursum

RESULTS

FOB SALIC Six mules, 3 years old, WANTED Howing and Threshing.
Have tractor and thresher. Write
qsjJt or terms. J. A. Matthews,
R. H. Walworth, Meek, N. M.
Roots A, Clovis, N. M,
FOR SALE Five room modern FOR RENT One nice sleeping room
close in. Inquire at 105 N.
house, east front, pebblcdashed,
shade trees, sidewalks, garage, coal
and chicken house, 620 Axtell St., MRS. It. E. BOUCHELLE, 108 North
M. W. Pape.
of painting
Rii'd Street, teacher
Pictures for
water
colors.
and
china
modern,
Bed
rooms,
FOft RENT
steam heat, close in, gentleman pre- sabs
Mrs. W. H. Shumate, 420
ferred.
REFAIR WORK On sewing maW. Munroo, phone 225.
chines, guns, typewriters, talking
WANTED To hear from owner of machines, phone 731, 210 W. Grand
Store
tnod farm for sale. State, cash price, Ave. King's Second-hanfull particulars. D. F. Bush, Minne- TYPEWRITERS FOR SALE $5,00
apolis Minn.
per month will buy one. AlbuquerGid-din-

d

New
que Exchange, Albuquerque,
320 acres north of
00 acres in ciiltivution. Write Mexico.
t
Dr. C. !.. Dosi'h, Murysville, Mo.
FOR SALE 200 acres of crop. Will
.sell crop und lease place. Also beMSCS SHARPENED W c have
tween
fifteen and twenty gilts for
d a roller disc sharpener and
John Naffer, 2 miles south
sale.
are prepared to give servire in sharp4tc
of Clovis.
ening discs in keeping with the other
prompt attention your work Rets at ROLL TOP DESK WANTED Deour p'.a e. flovis Welding Shop
scribe and oblige. J. W. Cook,
"Weld any metal and guarantee Melro.se, N. M.
J'OR RENT

Clo-vi- s.

ll-5-

1

Washington,
Sept.
14. When
President Harding sent a letter to
Senator McCormick, reviewing and
praising his own cdminisiration for
the announced purpoae of its being
used in the New Mexico Senatorial
Campuign, the Republicans played
their last card in behalf and defense
of Senator Bursum.
The main point of the President's
letter ii tho claim that hit administration is reducing expenses and that
next year he believes tho aggregate
of taxation mry be reduced to
a year.
The best way to answer this is to
quote Senator Rued Smoot (Rep,
Utah) recognized as one of tho financial authorties of the Republican
Senate, who jn a speech mado five
daj-before the (President's Ic'.ter
was written and a meeting of the
Rotary Club In this city said, as reported in the public press:
"Senator Smoot told how he predicted in 1918 that the expense of
the government would never be less
than $500,000,000, and stressed that
the Treasury Departmei.t tlenied the
statement at the time.
" 'I tell you now,' said the Senator,
'that within seven years from now the
taxes of this country will be
"
The facts concerning the achievements of the Harding administration
up to the time of the recess of Con
gress, together with what it had failed
set
to accomplish, were accurately
forth by Chairman George White of
the Democratic National Committee
in a public statement issued at the
tim? of the recess, as follows;
"After four months and two weeks,
th'.1 extra session of Congress called
to 'save the country' ha3 quit its job
for a month without having passed a
single remedial measure unless the
Agricultural Bill should justify its
supporters in projecting government
into private business.
"Neither of the major measures,
tariff and tax revision, for which primarily the extra session was called,
lias bem complete.
As passed by
the House, both of these bills were so
badly constructed that they have been
widely denounced by the Republican
press, by Republican spokesmen in
and out of Congress, especially by
Republican business men and admittedly will hvc to be rewritten by the
Senate. As evidence of Republican
in Congress
fifty
dissatisfaction
members of the house veted to
the tax bill for revision.
"Business and industrial conditions
today are admittedly worse than they
were when congress was called together. The demand
for remedial
more urgent
measures is even
but Congress displays a
unconcern about the distressful situation of the country.
"The people who Vuted for a
change last November must certainly
realize they got too much of it."
expressed
Despite Mr. Harding's
satisfaction with Republican administration in both branches, the fact remains that when he took office there
were a million men out of work, due
largely to the failure of a Republican
Congress, which had been in power
two years, to enact needed reconstruction legislation advocated by a
Democratic president. There are now
six million men out of work, or, to
give exact figures from, the Department of Labor, 5,735,000.
Nothing that President Harding or
any Republican spokesman can say
can wipe out or change the reactionary record of Holm O. Bursum, eith- -

FOR RENT 160 acres 6 miles weft
IF YOU HAVE THE MONEY and
of Clovis. Write Miss Eva O.
need a Rim, sec me. If you have a Thompsoh, 344 N. Raymond Ave.,
irood gun and need some money, see Pasadena, Calif.
me. Buy, sill or trade puns. SevFOR RENT Two or three furnisheral on hand. Fred Murphy.
ed rooms for light housekeeping,
EASY-WARUG MACHINE, sells priced reasonable.
902 N. Tile or
for only $1.00 with instructions. call at Cur en Agency.
Will make rugs out of any rags. Let
lots
H. P. Mor- FOR SALE Some residence
me call and demonstrate.
well located, price to suit your
ris. 113 W. Scott Ave.
purse. G. H. Blankenship at Post OfFOR SALE One of the best homes fice, or phone 243.
in Clovis. Small cash payment. J.
LET THE FAVORITE Mattress Co.
H. Shepard.
new.
make your old mattresses
THE CLCVIS FLORAL CO. Cut Work called for and returned same
(lowers, floral designs, etc.
Corner day. Factory opposite Baptist HosWashington and Wallace and 311 N. pital, Phone 703.
Sheldon. Thone 335.
WANTED To buy a second-hanFOR SALE Burnughs adding mashot gun. 16 or 20 guagu, must
chine. See A. B. Wagner.
he in good condition. Phone 167.
d

FOR RENT Light housekeeping
Also bed
room and kitchenette.
room. 812 N. Main, phone 59.
FOR SALE Lloyd baby carriage in
good condition, also small table,
both cheap. 809 North Ross or write
Hp
Mrs. Talker, Box 763.

CLABAUOH is again in charge
payWORK -- Easy
of the Gillispie Hotel and has light CONCRETE
ments. Sidewalks to city specifihousekeeping rooms for choice ten
ant.. Prices riht and treatment cations, foundations, porches, etc. for
new or old houses. Town or country
ircod.
work. Also heavy hauling with dump
WANTED Anything that you have trucks. V, V. Knowles, 800 North
to sell that doesn't eat. King'i Rencher.
Sfcond-hanStore, phone 731, 210
WANT TO SELL my home at Pleas
Wist Grand Avenue.
am utii im tin, iv iui viiuur mii-uFOR SALE Beautiful home on Mo- land
farther out. J. H, Kays, TeX'
ra River in New Mexico, 30 acres Ico.
irrigated. Wild and tame fruit, fish,
rues and game, near town on main WILL TRADE Broekcnridgo, Texas,
business property, value $9,000,
Owner, box
'He Santa Fc railroad.
now renting for $150.00 per month.
127, Watrous, N. M.
Want improved cattle ranch and little
'WANTED A housekeeper to take stock. Write Ray Akers, Brccken-ridgcare of two year old girl while
Texas, Box 252.
hildren go to school. Mr. F. M.
WANTED To buy a show ease. Call
'roves, Clov'.s Route A.
nt King's Second Hand Store, or
FOR SALE 1920 model Buick, first phone 731.
Up
class condition. Terms if desired. FOR RENT 2 room apartments
at
O. C. Sikes, First Nat'l Bank.
600 East Grand Avenue.
WANTED Girl to do house work FOR SALE One brown baby car808 W.
and care for children.
riage, 2 baby beds. See Mrs.
Orand or phone 100-J.
Up Whntley, 620 N. Axtell.
Hp
A.

d

i

c,

light-hearte- d

Cleaning and Pressing
We have installed our new pressing machinery and are
for business again with new equipment and are better
prepared than before the fire to handle your business. We invite all our old patrons to again give us their business.
now-read-

PHONE 258
And a man will be at your home for your clothes. We will
restock our store with an
line of gent's furnishings just
as fast as wc can get the goods in.
up-to-da- te

mm
phone; 258
4

Grand Ave.

A. B. AUSTIN &

Grand Ave.
And
Mitchell St.

And
Mitchell St.

COMPANY

Fall Invitation Sale Ends
September 17th
BLUE BUCKLE

WOOL PLAIDS

OVERALLS

All new stuck and patterns to
select from. Priced at per

Made (tf 240 weight Denim

Priced at per pair

vard

.$1.00

BLUE CHAMBRAY

$1-5-

PURE WOOL SERGE

SHIRTS

inches wide, all of the staple
$1.90
colors, per vard

:U;

$5,000,-000,00-

it.

TRUCK DRIVERS WANTED Driv
ers arc wanted for the school trucks
n the Bellvicw, Grady and Pleasant
Hill districts. Drivers have been secured for the Hollene district. School
hoy will be considered first. Apply
fo F. C. Roiof, Clovis, N. M.

.

7--

and T'1.00 grades, cadi 60c

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th.
Shipment of gold fish on sale at 15c each. .Bowls and aquariums of all sizes on hand.
WALK A BLOCK AND SAVE MONEY

A. B. Austin & Co.
'The Price Is The Thing"
Grand Avenue and Mitchell St.

in New Mexico or a
Senator in Washington.
He has voted every hill increasing
appropriations, hut voted against lethave
ting farmers and ranchmen
and implements free of
fertilizer
duty. He did not vote for the Soldier's bonus bill until hit vote wait
not needed to rccomit the bill and
thus kill it, and worst of all, he vot
ed in committee to whitewash Senator Newberry of Michigan, who had
been convicted in the Federal court
and sentenced to the penitentiary, but
escaped through a decision of the Sus
preme Court thai the Corrupt
Act did not apply in the primary
election.
The attempt made to substitute th(.
record of the Republican party, as
set forth in the President's letter, for
the record of Senator Bursum docs
not better the matter because that
record is worse that Bursum's for the
reason that It Includes the record
made by the house as well as by the
Senate.

er as a politician

Trac-tice-

NAZARENES

COME

TO

sides the many native workers which
is supported by the home church.
It is to be hoped that they will
succeed in this new work at Clovis.
for!
The arrangement of sen-icethe present will be: cottage prayer,
meeting Tuesday night, evangelistic,
services at the hall over Mandell's on
Thursday and Saturday nights, Sun-day school at 0:lo and preaching at
a. m. and 7:4! p, m.
Contributed.

Every Transaction of Your

s

1

Life Involves a

BUSINESS PRINCIPLE
Learn Business

1

A man will talk for hours about
the shortcomings of his neighbors,
and then get as mad as a hornet If
the neighbor lets out a single chirp
about him.

Wc never yet have seen a girl who
would not rather take the prize at
a beauty contest than at a baking
contest.
Habits are hard to break. We sup
pose even if the druggist was out of
luck he would tell you he had some'
thing just as good.

Lubbock Business (Yllcgc
affords you the opportunity
to get a business edntalion,
t.

second

none iu the South-

west.
Modci'i, Practical Thorough.

For further information
address

Cm

Nordykfl, Mgr.
Lubbock, Texas

CLOVIS

The Church of the Nazarcne, which
recently held a tent meeting in Clovis, has organized a church and set
up housekeeping for themselves in
Clovis.
The large hall over Mandril's
store has been secured as a temporary place of worship. Ri'v. W. II.
Hardin of KansRS City has accepted
the pastorate of the new church and
expects to move his family here in
the very near future.
Rev. Hardin and wife have spent
years in city mission and rescue work
in Kansas city and St. Louis, and are
well qualified by experience for their
new position in Clovis. Mrs. Hardin
is said to be an excellent musician
and singer, having attracted large
crowds by her singing on the streets
in the underworld in the cities where
she has labored. Miss Mamie Klkins,
a mission worker with many years of
practical experience in dcacciiess and
orphanage work among the submerged class of Chicago, will also accompany the Hardins as a
The Chuvch of tho Naznrene seems
to have caught the vision of a lost
world and hove moved out nt the
Master's command into the streets
and lanes of the cities. This is sa"d
to be one of the most progressive denominations of tho present day, hav-in- g
32,000
gained nppioximately
members in 14 years and placed in
foreign fields 12") missionaries, bo- -

GOOD
r-

C. 1

ARE A

Good

m
f

pj

V

nv

"VE SAVED
YOV A LOT

OF MONEY

)a Boss

Yes, good tires are a good investment especially ns the price of materials of which they are
made are constantly advancing. You need a couple
of spares, don't you? We have a tire that has
its mileage worthiness and is guaranteed

dem-monstrat- ed
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ke next Senator from New Mexico
For twenty years an able, determined, courageous leader of
New Mexico's progressive citizenship against political corruption, official incompetency and dishonesty.
"1

RICHARD HENRY HANNA
For twenty years, most of the time

1

'

single-hande-

has been working to bring about a

Whoa the progressive party gave up the

i
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clean up in New Mexico politics and government. For twenty years with undaunted

if

en-

the side of the people against the ruthless
unscrupulous combination of politicians and
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thusiasm and determination he has ever taken
i
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ur.eqr.aled

fight

ir. New Mexico

Judge Hanna

saw the helplessness of trying to clean up the
methods of the gangsters who were in control
of the Republican party, and joined forever

the progressive Democratic party
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special privilege which has tried in New MexHI

AS A DEMOCRAT

'
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ico to steal the people's heritage.

of

New

Mexico.

i
NOT ON THE MARKET

AS A PROGRESSIVE
if.-

As one of the leaders of the Progressive

ft
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Judge Hanna is a striking disproof of the
cynical saying that every man has his price.
THERE IS NO PRICE MARK ON RICHARD H. HANNA. His persistent assaults

.

movement to take the Republican party away
from the control of the gang Richard H. Han-

K. ...

nah was elected on the Democratic ticket to

against special

the supreme court and served for seven years
both as associate and chief justice with honor

trenched corruption have made him hated and
feared by the bosses beyond any other man in

and distinction.

the state.

THE HANNA PLATFORM

HONESTY UNQUESTIONED
In his political career in twenty years in
New Mexico no one has yet successfully
tacked the absolute

clean-cu- t

honesty,

at-

integ-rit-

y

Judge Hanna stands for equalization of
taxes, economical and honest government, a
statewide primary law, honest elections, the
taking of the state government out of the
hands of the special interests, unqualified
justice to the
l
men upon
he will not pass, but will vote and vote right,
adequate compensation for teachers and a free,
liberal and unhampered public school system,
a national child labor law and an adequate,
workable compensation law for workers, elimination of politicians from the bench, a corrupt practice act, equal rights to all and special privileges to none, the elimination of the
state land office in politics, popular government and constructive up building of New
Mexico.
roll-cal-

and singleness of purpose of R. H. Hanna.
Despite every weapon which the

ring has

sought to use against him, he stands today as
the recognized leader of the constructive,
rd-looking

forwa-

citizenship of the state irrespect-

ive of party.

ir.tere--

i government and

en-

FINE SENATORIAL TIMBER
Able, brainy, forceful, honest, outspoken,
t

a splendid lawyer and judge, and upstanding
citizen who represents the best political and
civic ideals

in New Mexico,

will make a splendid United

Judge Hanna
States Senator.

AND REMEMBER
A vote

for Hanna

is

a vote for clean,

con-

structive citizenship.
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VISIT THE PIECE GOODS
AND TRIMMING
DEPARTMENT

'

TO

OUR READY
STOCK

WEAR

IS AT ITS BEST NOW

FOR MOST OF THE GARMENTS ARE IN.

1

SKIRT MODES

SUIT MODES

Tin uuli simplicity is again the
iltiiiiinant note, several novel and
cliii' effects arc attained by pleating, flaring anil in 1n arrangement dl' pockets. Many sport
skirts are also shown in bright

RIDAY

and

To he sure, styles are many and
varied, differing in length and
modeling of the jackets and
skirts as well as in the trimmings, exhibiting in their many
originalities the genius of their
creations. See t hem. if it is only
to know what the new styles are
to be".

SATURDAY

1

plaids that are siinplv

irrcsisti-l.l-

Sept. 16

Sept. 17

c

I'leatnl skirts in fine French
serge for ladies and Misses.
I'leatcd plaid skirts and a great
variety plaid striped skirts in
ladies and Misses lengths.

Manv charming models from
The House of Vouth. The llisc-ho- f
models are wonderful this
year. Then we have a less expensive line in which the styles
are so good looking that you
would think they would cost
much more than thev ar" marked.
This season you will find many
of the suits trimmed with handsome fur.

You Are Invited

We have a big assortment of
skirts L'H indies long for the
school girl.

Sis

COAT MODES
Designed upon loiijr and straight
lines, give 1o the new wraps an
appearance loose and flowing,
but charmingly becoming. HI any
novel lunches in the foi'in of collars, sleeves, pockets and trimmings help to bring out the general beauty of their lines in a
way that is admirable.
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The hrowu shades are well represented. Sorrento blue conies
.in for (a good share of prominence. It will he easy to find a
coat jn.-- t
uited for your type,
then are so many models to se-

M
m
DRESS MODES
Again fashion says, "straight
and narrow" and though not r.
few models exploit tight girdle
hips and flaring skirts, the majority are modeled along the
slender silhouette. And in no
other model are the slender lines
more charming than in the new
chemise frocks.
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The "House of Youth" Dresses look like imported dresses.
The styles are exclusive and very
practical. They will give as much

service as a suit.
We have just received a
assortment of large size
cloth dresses 12, 41, 4i and IS.
Our less expensive line of
dresses in Canton Crepe, Satin
Crepe and Tricot ine will surprise
you. They are so good looking,
het us show von.
won-ilerft-

lect from.
He sure to see the little tots'
coats, sizes 1, 2 and ' in tan,
rose and Sorrento blue Duvet
ile laine. They are classy little

'

il

il

coats.

M
JUNIOR DRESSES
Sizes TJlo. UH, and

Pleasant surprises await those
women who seek the new and exclusive in blouse wear. Manv
variations of the mode can be
seen, with sleeves varying from
the very long to
r
lengths.
For dress occasions
charming suit shades are all the
rage; for utility, flesh color and
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Thee dresses have as

I i.MmJ
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BLOUSE MODES

much

style and are as well made as the
larger dresses. These dresses will
fit many of the small size grown
girls.
Then

we have the Middy
in sizes 8 to 14.x We
specially invite you to look at
he girl 's dresses.

three-quarte-

i

while.

Many ovcrblouscs for Suits
iire ihown in the in.vliavk,
navy, beige and jade.
We have a big assortment of
new blouses just arrived. Many
of Iheni with the new Meiigtov
sleeve.
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